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ABSTRACT OF THE DISSERTATION 

Carbon Interstitial Assisted Growth of Hexagonal Boron Nitride  

for Van der Waals Materials Based Electronics  

by 

Hao Tian 

Doctor of Philosophy, Graduate Program in Electrical Engineering 

University of California, Riverside, December 2019 

Dr. Jianlin Liu, Chairperson 

 

Two dimensional (2D) hexagonal boron nitride (h-BN) continues to attract tremendous 

research interest across the globe thanks to their unique optical, electronic, and mechanical 

properties. However, the controllable synthesis of large size single crystal h-BN is still 

challenging to realize the technological potential. In this thesis, we focus on growth and 

characterization of h-BN by molecular beam epitaxy (MBE). By exploring the role of 

interstitial carbon in transition metal substrate, we have achieved a big step forward toward 

controllable synthesis of large-size single crystal h-BN. 

In the first project, i.e., Chapter 2, we carried out a systematic study of hexagonal 

boron nitride/graphene (h-BN/G) heterostructure growth by introducing high incorporation 

of carbon (C) source on a heated cobalt (Co) foil substrate followed by boron and nitrogen 

sources in a molecular beam epitaxy system. With the increase of C incorporation in Co, 

three distinct regions of h-BN/G heterostructures were observed from region (1) where the 

C saturation is not attained at the growth temperature (900 °C) and G is grown only by 

precipitation during cooling process to form a “G network” underneath the h-BN film; to 
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region (2) where the Co substrate is just saturated by C atoms at the growth temperature 

and a part of G growth occurs isothermally to form G islands and another part by 

precipitation, resulting in a non-uniform h-BN/G film; and to region (3) where a continuous 

layered G structure is formed at the growth temperature and precipitated C atoms add 

additional G layers to the system, leading to a uniform h-BN/G film. We realized that the 

top h-BN film has the largest effect on the growth of underneath G layers in region 1. It is 

also found that in all three h-BN/G heterostructure growth regions, a 3-hrs h-BN growth at 

900 ºC leads to h-BN film with a thickness of 1~2 nm, regardless of the underneath G 

layers’ thickness or morphology. Growth time and growth temperature effects have been 

also studied. 

In the second project, i.e., Chapter 3, we demonstrate that the dissolution of carbon 

into cobalt (Co) and nickel (Ni) substrates can facilitate the growth of h-BN and attain 

large-area 2D homogeneity. The morphology of the h-BN film can be controlled from 2D 

layer-plus-3D islands to homogeneous 2D few-layers by tuning the carbon interstitial 

concentration in the Co substrate through a carburization process prior to the h-BN growth 

step. Comprehensive characterizations were performed to evaluate structural, electrical, 

optical, and dielectric properties of these samples. Single-crystal h-BN flakes with an edge 

length of ∼600 μm were demonstrated on carburized Ni. An average breakdown electric 

field of 9 MV/cm was achieved for an as-grown continuous 3-layer h-BN on carburized 

Co. Density functional theory calculations reveal that the interstitial carbon atoms can 

increase the adsorption energy of B and N atoms on the Co(111) surface and decrease the 

diffusion activation energy and, in turn, promote the nucleation and growth of 2D h-BN. 
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In the third project, i.e., Chapter 4, we designed a synthetic approach, in which 

secondary recrystallized Ni (100) substrates underwent a carburization process, followed 

by the growth of h-BN in a molecular beam epitaxy system. The h-BN growth dynamics 

were studied by tuning different growth parameters including the substrate temperature, 

and the boron and nitrogen source flux ratio. With assistance from density functional theory 

calculations, we rationalized the role of interstitial C atoms in promoting h-BN growth by 

enhancing the catalytic effect of the transition metal, which lowers the nucleation activation 

energy barrier. Through the control of the growth parameters, a single-crystal h-BN 

monolayer domain as large as 1.4 mm in edge length was achieved. In addition, a high-

quality, continuous, large-area h-BN single-layer film with a breakdown electric field of 

9.75 MV/cm was demonstrated. The high value of the breakdown electric field suggests 

that single-layer h-BN has extraordinary dielectric strength for high-performance 2D 

electronics applications.    

In the fourth project, i.e., Chapter 5, we present a study of h-BN adlayer growth and 

provide a strategy towards eliminating these adlayers for the precise control of the number 

of 2D layers. By varying the growth parameters such as substrate property, nitrogen source 

composition, and substrate carburization time, we found that the adlayer growth can be 

controlled by controlling the nucleation and intercalation processes, which is achieved by 

engineering the defects and impurities on substrate and the activeness of the h-BN edges. 

While crystallographic defects and impurities stimulate the multilayer nucleation process, 

activated edge tends to turn off the intercalation process by reducing the probability of 
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precursors penetrating into the interface. We have achieved the growth of a large-area 

adlayer-free single-layer h-BN film. 
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Figure 2.10 An example of h-BN/G coverage calculation for h-BN time-dependent growth 

samples using ImageJ software. First, an area of ~1 mm2 from an SEM image 

was selected for each sample. (a) shows the SEM selected area for the h-BN/G 

sample grown with 30-sec C treatment time and 30-min h-BN growth time at 

900 ºC. (b) By applying a black/white contrast threshold, h-BN flakes are 

identified with black color. Subsequently, the software measured the black area 

and divided it by the total area (~1 mm2) to calculate the h-BN/G coverage for 

each sample. The scale bar in (a) is 100 μm. ..................................................24 

Figure 2.11 Characterization of h-BN/G sample in region 2. (a) Representative Raman 

spectrum of the as-grown sample. The h-BN E2g Raman peak is centered at 

~1366.5 cm-1 with the FWHM of ~44 cm-1. These values are very close to the 

reported values for h-BN [18-20]. A much narrower peak at ~1366.5 cm-1 

compared to that of Figure 2.9(h) can be partially due to the growth of high-

quality G flakes/layers underneath the h-BN film via isothermal growth mode 

(region 2). The graphene 2D/G intensity ratio is ~0.2 indicating the multilayer 

nature of G layers in the sample. (b) C1s and (c) B1s and N1s XPS signals of 

the same sample. (d) AFM image of transferred h-BN/G sample with 1.5-min 

C treatment time onto SiO2/Si substrate. (e) OM image of the transferred 

sample and (f) h-BN E2g phonon peak intensity mapping of (e). ...................23 

Figure 2.12 Characterization of h-BN/MG samples in region 3. (a) 13-points Raman 

spectra of the as-grown h-BN/MG sample with 3-min C treatment time and 

inset shows the sample photograph. The 2D/G ratio of G in this sample was 

calculated ~0.18. (b) Zoom-in Raman spectra of (a) showing the h-BN E2g 

phonon mode at ~1366.5 cm-1 with a uniform FWHM of ~40 cm-1 across these 

13 points of measurement. (c) AFM image of the same sample transferred onto 

SiO2/Si substrate with the total thickness of ~133 nm. (d) C1s and (e) B1s and 

N1s as a function of sputtering depth in the depth-profile XPS characterization 

and (f) relative atomic concentration of C, B, and N versus sputtering depth. 

(g) XRD spectrum of the same sample. Inset is the magnified spectrum with 

2theta from 54.7 to 55°. (h) UV absorption spectrum of the h-BN/MG sample 

transferred onto a sapphire substrate. (i) I-V characteristic of Co(contact)/h-

BN/MG/Co(foil) two-terminal device structure with the contact size of 

25µm×25µm. The inset displays the log-scale current versus voltage behavior 

of the device with 3 distinct regions. ..............................................................25 

Figure 2.13 TEM measurement on the h-BN/G sample in region 3. (a) Bright-field top-

view image of the transferred h-BN/G on the TEM grid and (b) corresponding 

SAED pattern of (a). A single hexagonal pattern can be observed in (b), 

however, the dots are slightly elongated, suggesting overlapping hexagonal 

patterns of h-BN and MG films with possibly a little miss-orientation. This 

proves the epitaxial relation of h-BN and MG stacked layers. .......................28 
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Figure 3.1 Schematic of MBE growth steps. Five colored regions indicate five growth steps 

including temperature ramping, hydrogen annealing, substrate carburization, 

h-BN growth and cooling. ..............................................................................40 

Figure 3.2 XRD pattern of 180-min h-BN sample with 240-s carburization time (Sample 

D6). Peak assignment shows the co-existence of Co hcp and fcc phases, 

according to JCPDS cards# 01-071-4239 and 01-071-4651, respectively. ....41 

Figure 3.3 Characterization of reference sample: h-BN growth on pristine Co foil (Sample 

A).  (a) SEM image in the center and edge (inset). (b) OM image of sample 

surface. (c) Raman spectrum. (d) XPS spectrum at B 1s and N 1s. ...............42 

Figure 3.4 Characterization of an h-BN sample grown with 60-s carburization and for 180 

minutes. (a) SEM image of the sample, showing 2D layer-plus-3D islands 

morphology. The inset is an image with higher magnification, indicating the 

size of a typical prism-shaped h-BN island. (b) SEM and optical microscope 

images of as-grown (top) and transferred (bottom) sample on the sample edge. 

(c) Raman spectrum measured at the center of a prism-shaped island. (d) 

Raman mapping on an as-grown prism-shaped island with corresponding 

optical micropscopy image shown in inset at the right bottom corner. (e) AFM 

image and its scan profile on the few-layer region of a transferred h-BN sample 

on SiO2/Si. (f) AFM image and its scan profile across a prism-shaped island. 

(g) AFM image and scan profile on the side wall of a prism-shaped island. The 

height profile was obtained along the white arrow direction illustrated in the 

image. (h) UV-Vis absorption spectrum of a transferred h-BN sample on 

sapphire. Inset is (Aε)2 versus ε curve. ...........................................................44 

Figure 3.5 H-BN sample grown with 60-s carburization and for 180 minutes (Sample B5) 

transferred onto SiO2/Si substrate under incomplete etching. (a) OM image. (b) 

Raman spectrum from region A (black) and region B (red) in (a). Inset shows 

a zoom-in spectrum around h-BN peak. (c) Schematic of h-BN sample from a 

cross-sectional view. .......................................................................................46 

Figure 3.6 Raman mapping at graphene G peak of Sample B5 on the same area as in Figure 

3.4d. ................................................................................................................48 

Figure 3.7 H-BN time dependent growth with 60-s carburization of Co (Samples B1-B5). 

(a-e) SEM images of h-BN samples grown for 15, 30, 60, 90, and 180 minutes, 

respectively. Yellow circle in (a) indicates small nuclei of h-BN. The inset 

shows an enlarged image of an individual h-BN nucleus. SEM images in (c) 

and (e) are from the same samples shown in Figure 3.9a and Figure 3.9b, 

respectively. (f) the same data in Figure 3.9i plotted in terms of Avrami 

coordinates, ln(-ln(1-A)) vs ln(t). ...................................................................51 

Figure 3.8 (a) Optical microscope image of as-grown continuous h-BN sample (Sample 

D5), (b) large-area SEM image of continuous film (Sample D7). (c) AFM 

image of transfer sample at the grain boundary area. The arrows point out the 

grain boundaries. The inset shows the detail of a grain boundary. .................49 
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Figure 3.9 Morphology evolution of h-BN as a function of carburization time. Schematic 

shows that carbon concentration is controlled by carburization process duration. 

(a-h) Large-area SEM images of (a, c, e, g) 1-hour h-BN samples (C1, 2, 3, 4) 

and (b, d, f, h) 3-hour h-BN samples (D4, 5, 6, 7) on Co substrate carburized 

for 60, 120, 180, and 240 s, respectively. Inset in (a) shows a typical “prism” 

shaped adlayer. Insets in (b, d, f, h) show the edge area for contrast. (i) Plot of 

h-BN fractional coverage as a function of h-BN growth time with carburization 

time fixed at 60 s, fitted with the JMAK model in red. (j) Plot of fractional 

coverage and domain size of 1-h h-BN samples as a function of carburization 

time from 60 to 240 s. (k) Density of prism-shaped island in the 3-h h-BN 

samples as a function of carburization time. The scale bar in (a) inset is 10 m 

and all others are 200 m. ..............................................................................47 

Figure 3.10. Additional SEM images of 180-mins h-BN samples. (a-c) SEM image of 

samples (Samples D1-D3) with (a) 15-, (b) 40- and (c) 45-s carburization time, 

respectively. H-BN pinholes are circled in blue in (a). Insets show the edge 

area for contrast. .............................................................................................52 

Figure 3.11 Characterization of large-area h-BN 2D layers. (a-e) show results of an h-BN 

sample grown on carburized Co substrate (Sample D7) and (f-h) show results 

of of h-BN samples grown on carburized Ni substrates. (a) photograph of the 

h-BN sample transferred onto SiO2/Si substrate showing the uniform film with 

a size of 1cm × 1cm limited by substrate holder. (b) Raman spectrum measured 

on the transferred h-BN few-layers on SiO2/Si. The inset displays optical 

microscope image of the corresponding sample. (c) AFM image scanning 

across the sample edge. (d) plane-view TEM image of h-BN sample transferred 

onto a holey carbon film coated copper grid, with SAED pattern shown in the 

top right corner inset and TEM image at the edge of the h-BN sample in the 

bottom left corner inset. (e) plot of current density as a function of voltage and 

electric field of a Co(foil)/h-BN/Co(contact) two-terminal device with the inset 

displaying a schematic of the device structure. (f) SEM image of an h-BN 

sample grown on 180-s carburized Ni substrate (Sample E1). Single-crystal h-

BN flakes with a typical edge length up to ~600 µm are shown. (g) plane-view 

TEM image of one such flake of Sample E1 transferred onto a copper grid 

coated with holey carbon film with the inset displaying a TEM image at the 

edge of the flake. (h) SAED pattern at 4 different locations across the h-BN 

flake in g indicated by 1-4. (i) SEM image of an h-BN sample grown on 300-s 

carburized Ni substrate (Sample E2) with the SEM image of the edge area of 

the sample in the inset, demonstrating large-area continuous uniform 2D h-BN 

film on carburized Ni. .....................................................................................54 

Figure 3.12 (a) Current-voltage characteristics of 20 Co/h-BN/Co devices and (b) the 

corresponding statistics of breakdown voltage (VBD) and breakdown electric 

field (EBD) .......................................................................................................55 
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Figure 3.13 Additional information of TEM measurement of Sample E1. The same 

examined flake is circled out with white dashed line before and after transfer. 

(a,b) SEM and OM image of Sample E1 before transferring onto TEM grid, 

respectively. The OM image is obtained after baking the sample in air to create 

contrast using a similar approach described in Section 12. (c) SEM image of 

Sample E1 after transferring onto TEM grid. (d) TEM SAED mapping with 

plain-view TEM image. SAED patterns were collected from 5 arbitrary 

location on the flake, as circled in the plain-view TEM image. The diameter of 

blue circle represents the real size of SA aperture. The inset shows the edge 

analysis of monolayer h-BN. ..........................................................................56 

Figure 3.14 (a) Additional SEM image of the same sample (Sample E1) presented in Figure 

3.11f at edge area. (b) TEM SAED mapping with corresponding SEM image 

of a typical dendritic h-BN flake. ...................................................................57 

Figure 3.15 Raman mapping analysis of h-BN sample transferred onto SiO2/Si substrate 

(Sample E2) (a) & (b) Low-magnification optical microscope images of the 

sample at center and edge, respectively. (c) Raman mapping of the h-BN 

characteristic peak of a 3×3 mm2 area across the center area of the sample. (d) 

Higher-magnification optical microscope image of a typical h-BN triangle 

edge and (e) corresponding Raman mapping result. (f) Photograph of the 

sample with an area of 1 cm × 1 cm (g) Overlaying of Raman spectra taken at 

point 1-9 in (f) from bottom to top. ................................................................59 

Figure 3.16 XPS of 1-h h-BN samples with different carburization time. (a-c) XPS spectra 

of surface resolved (a) B1s, (b) N1s, and (c) subsurface C1s after removal of 

h-BN layer and surface contamination by 60-second Ar ion sputtering of the h-

BN samples with 60-, 120-, 180- and 240-s carburization time from bottom to 

top. a & b are plotted with normalized range. c is normalized at the background 

of each spectrum. ............................................................................................60 

Figure 3.17 XPS depth profiling of h-BN sample with 240-s carburization. (a-e) B1s (a), 

N1s (b), C1s (c), Co 2p3/2 (d), O1s (e) peaks with 0- 10- 30- 60-s sputtering 

under 3-keV Ar ion from top to bottom, respectively. ...................................61 

Figure 3.18 XPS spectra of C1s of several h-BN samples, a pristine Co substrate, and a Co 

substrate annealed in H2 for 1 h. The h-BN samples were grown for 1 hr on 

carburized Co with 60-, 120-, 180- and 240-s carburization time from bottom 

to top. All surfaces were treated by 60-s Ar ion sputtering to remove surface 

layers and any contaminants prior to the measurements. ...............................63 

Figure 3.19 DFT calculation results of adsorption energies of B and N on Co (111) with 

and without embedded interstitial carbon. (a-d), Top-view and side-view 

schematic of (a) B/N atoms on FCC sites, (b) B/N atoms on HCP sites, (c) B/N 

atoms on top of substrate atoms, and (d) interstitial carbon on an octahedral 

site of the substrate. (e) A summary of adsorption energies of B and N on a 
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reference Cu (111) substrate and on Co (111) substrates with and without 

embedded interstitial carbon. ..........................................................................66 

Figure 3.20 Reaction path from an NEB calculation showing the diffusion activation 

energy from one HCP site to another (a) Top view and (b) side view of a Co 

(111) surface. Minimum energy path for (c) a boron and (d) a nitrogen atom 

diffusing from one HCP site to the neighboring HCP site of Co (111) surface 

without (blue curve) or with (black curve) interstitial carbon atom. ..............68 

Figure 4.1 Characterization of Ni substrate after annealing.  (a) Schematic of a typical 

growth procedure. (b) Statistics of 100 AGG and NGG samples with annealing 

temperature at 950 °C and growth temperature from 890 - 950 °C.  (c, d) SEM 

images, (e, f) EBSD mapping, and (g, h) XRD spectra of post-annealed AGG 

and NGG Ni substrates, respectively. Inset in c shows an SEM image at the 

edge of the sample where boundary between AGG and NGG can be clearly 

seen. The white arrows indicate the migration directions of the abnormal grain.

 ........................................................................................................................84 

Figure 4.2 (a) SEM image of a reference sample grown with the same growth condition as 

Sample II except the substrate carburization step. (b) Summary of 58 samples 

grown at different carburization time and substrate temperature. Green marks 

label successful h-BN growth, and red marks label unsuccessful h-BN growth. 

The h-BN growth duration for green-marked samples is between 3 and 8 hours, 

while the growth of red-marked samples lasted more than 6 hours. The blue 

dashed lines are guide of eyes to identify the h-BN growth window. The circles 

indicate where the reference sample in (a) and Samples I-IV described in Table 

1 are located. ...................................................................................................87 

Figure 4.3 SEM images of samples with 10-sccm N2 plasma and 5-sccm NH3 on 300-s 

carburized AGG Ni substrates grown for 3 hours at (a) 850 °C, and (b) 875 °C.

 ........................................................................................................................88 

Figure 4.4 Overview of mm-sized single-crystal h-BN flakes and continuous h-BN 

monolayer. (a-i) Large-area SEM, small-area SEM, DF-OM images of single-

crystal h-BN flakes grown with (a-c) a mixture of 10-sccm N2 plasma and 5-

sccm NH3 on AGG Ni (Sample I), (d-f)  10-sccm NH3 on AGG Ni (Sample II), 

and (g-i) 10-sccm NH3 on NGG Ni (Sample III). (j) SEM image of the center 

area, and (k-l) SEM and DF-OM images of the edge area, respectively, of a 

continuous h-BN monolayer sample grown on AGG Ni with 10-sccm NH3 and 

B2O3 effusion cell temperature at 1130 °C (Sample IV). Detailed growth 

conditions of these samples are summarized in the Experimental details section

 ........................................................................................................................91 

Figure 4.5 Characterization of typical single h-BN flake (Sample II). (a) XPS B 1s and N 

1s spectra. (b) UV-Vis absorption spectrum of a transferred h-BN sample on 

sapphire. Inset is (Aε)1/2 versus ε curve. (c) Optical microscope image of h-BN 

flakes transferred onto SiO2 substrate. (d) Raman spectrum of h-BN film 
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transferred onto SiO2/Si substrate. The spectrum was background corrected by 

subtracting the background signal from SiO2/Si substrate.  (e) Raman mapping 

of an h-BN flake near the edge. The arrow indicates the grain boundaries where 

a typical overlapping grain boundary can be found. Higher intensity of Raman 

signal is due to larger thickness.  (f) AFM image of h-BN flake transferred onto 

SiO2/Si substrate. The inset shows the scan profile across the white arrow. The 

thickness is measured as ~0.5 nm. (g) SEM image of one such flake of Sample 

II transferred onto a copper grid coated with holey carbon film with the inset 

displaying a TEM image at the edge of the flake. (h). SAED patterns at 6 

different locations across the h-BN flake in (g) indicated by 1-6. ..................92 

Figure 4.6 AFM image of as-grown h-BN sample. The areas enclosed by the dashed lines 

are used to estimate the RMS roughness. .......................................................93 

Figure 4.7 Substrate temperature control of large-size single-crystal h-BN flakes. (a-e) 

SEM images of h-BN samples grown at 890 °C, 910 °C, 930 °C, 940 °C and 

950 °C, respectively. (f) Plot of coverage, domain density and maximum 

domain size as a function of temperature. (g) Zoom in SEM images showing 

typical h-BN flakes grown with different substrate temperature at 890 °C, 

910 °C, 940 °C and 950 °C, respectively. ......................................................95 

Figure 4.8 SEM image of 3-hour h-BN samples with 10-sccm N2 plasma and 5-sccm NH3 

on 300-s carburized AGG Ni substrates at (a) 900 °C, (b) 910 °C, (c) 936 °C, 

(d) 947 °C, and (e) 976 °C, respectively. The insets are zoom-in images of 

individual flakes. (f) Plot of h-BN coverage as a function of growth 

temperature. ....................................................................................................97 

Figure 4.9 (a-c) SEM images of continuous h-BN films grown with B2O3 cell temperature 

at 1130, 1150, and 1170 °C, respectively. Other growth parameters are 910 °C 

substrate temperature, and 10-sccm NH3 flow rate. .......................................98 

Figure 4.10 Electrical property of h-BN monolayer (Sample IV). Current-voltage 

characteristics of 25 Ni/h-BN/Ni capacitor devices. The upper and lower insets 

show the schematic of the device and the corresponding statistics of breakdown 

voltage (VBD) and breakdown electric field (EBD), respectively. ....................99 

Figure 4.11 (a, b) SEM images of an h-BN sample grown on AGG Ni with 10-sccm N2 

plasma and 5-sccm NH3, B cell temperature of 1150 °C, and substrate 

temperature of 910 °C for 3 h at two different location (marked as 1 and 2). 

Typical h-BN flake consists of one straight edge and two curved edges. 

Straight edges are used to identify the orientation, as indicated with orange or 

blue lines. The angle between blue and orange edges is ~90°. According to the 

SEM-EBSD, the [011] and [011] of Ni substrate are labeled with orange and 

blue arrows, respectively. (c) Schematics representation of h-BN flake 

orientation on Ni (100) surface. The green and yellow arrows indicate the fast 

and slow diffusion directions, respectively. .................................................100 
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Figure 4.12 Theoretical calculation of adsorption and diffusion energies of B and N atoms 

on Ni (100). (a) A summary of adsorption energies of B and N on Ni (100) 

with and without an embedded interstitial carbon. (b-g) Reaction path from an 

NEB calculation showing the diffusion activation energy from one adsorption 

site to another. (b) Top view of a Ni (100) surface with a B or N atom adsorbed 

on it. Two diffusion paths are indicated with white arrows. Minimum energy 

path along path 1 and path 2  for (c) a B and (d) an N atom diffusing from one 

hollow site to the neighboring hollow site of Ni (100) surface without (black 

curve) or with (red curve) interstitial carbon atom. ......................................103 

Figure 5.1 SEM images for morphology evolution of h-BN at different growth condition. 

(i) and (ii) are samples grown with different “N2 plasma + ammonia” mixture 

on Co and Ni, respectively. Insets are SEM images taken near the edge. The 

numbers on SEM images stand for gas flow rate (sccm). (iii) are samples grown 

with different carburization time on Co. Insets are close-up of adlayers. The 

scale bar for insets in (h), (i), and (j) are 50 µm, 25 µm, and 10 µm, respectively. 

C2H2 gas flow rate used for carburization is also 0.5 sccm, and the nitrogen 

mixture is 10+5. (iv) are samples grown with different boron source 

temperature on Ni with 10 sccm ammonia. (v) are samples grown with 

different gas flow rate of ammonia with boron cell kept 1150 °C. For samples 

in (i), (ii), (iii), and (iv), the substrates were carburized with 0.5-sccm C2H2 for 

1 min before growth. All samples were grown with substrate temperature kept 

at 900 °C. Growth time on Co is 3 h, while growth time on Ni is 6 h. All the 

scale bars are 200 µm. ..................................................................................114 

Figure 5.2 SEM images of h-BN grown with different carburization time of: (a) 1 min; (b) 

2 min; (c) 3 min; (d) 4 min; growth time of these four sample is 1 h. All scale 

bars are 200 µm. ...........................................................................................116 

Figure 5.3 Configuration of adlayers with (i) and without (ii) a nucleation site in the center. 

(a/b) SEM images of adlayers on as grown sample; (c/d) Optical microscope 

images of adlayers after transferred onto SiO2/Si substrate; (e/f) AFM images 

of adlayers after transferred onto SiO2/Si substrate; (g/h) Height profile taken 

along white dashed lines in e/f, respectively. ...............................................117 

Figure 5.4 Statistical results of adlayers on Co and Ni substrate. (a/c) Counting of adlayers 

on Co substrate; (b/d) Counting of adlayers on Ni substrate. All scale bars are 

200 µm and the areas for all four samples are 2 mm × 4/3 mm. ..................119 

Figure 5.5 SEM images of h-BN adlayers. (a) h-BN grown on Ni with polycrystalline 

region (upper right) and single crystalline region (lower left); (b) close-up of 

adlayer grown around dents on substrate surface; (c) close-up of adlayer grown 

along substrate grain boundary; (d) close-up of adlayer grown along h-BN line 

defects; (e) close-up of adlayer grown near h-BN flake edges; (e) close-up of 

h-BN adlayer grown around impurity. ..........................................................119 
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Figure 5.6 Characterization of polycrystalline Co and Ni substrates. (a/b) Optical 

microscope images, (c/d) AFM images, and (e/f) XRD results of Co and Ni 

substrates, respectively; The substrates were polished and annealed in 

hydrogen environment at 900 °C for 3 h. .....................................................120 

Figure 5.7 SEM images of as grown h-BN on Co substrates.  (a/b/c) samples grown with 

10-sccm N2 plasma for 1.5 h, 3 h, and 4.5 h, respectively; (d/e/f) samples grown 

with 10-sccm ammonia for 1.5 h, 3 h, and 4.5 h, respectively. Black features 

are thin h-BN film, and white features are thick h-BN adlayers. All the scale 

bars are 200 µm. Insets are zoom in images. ................................................123 

Figure 5.8 SEM images of as grown h-BN on Ni substrates.  (a/b) Front and back side of 

as grown sample using 10-sccm nitrogen plasma; (c/d) front and back side of 

as grown sample using 10-sccm ammonia; the scale bar of inset image in (c) is 

500 µm; (e) front side of 5-min-plasma-etched sample grown with 10+5 

mixture; the inset shows backside of the sample with a scale bar of 500 µm; (f) 

close-up of an h-BN flake in (e); (g) 5-min-hydrogen-etched sample grown 

with 10+5 mixture; (h) close-up of an h-BN flake in (g). All samples were 

grown at 900 °C with 1-min carburization, and the B2O3 effusion cell kept at 
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Figure 5.9 XPS characterization of C_1s on samples with 1-min, 2-min, and 3-min 

carburization. (a) Before sputtering; (b) and after sputtering. As the 

carburization time increases, the subsurface carbon concentration increases.
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Figure 5.10 Characterization of single-layer h-BN film grown on Ni. (a) SEM image of as 

grown sample, with the inset showing edge area of film; (b) Optical 

microscope image of the sample after transferred onto SiO2/Si substrate; (c) 

TEM image of the sample after transferred onto TEM grid, with inset showing 

the SAED pattern; (c) AFM image taken on the transferred sample; (d) Raman 

mapping of h-BN characteristic peak on the transferred sample; (f) 9 random 

Raman spectra extracted from (e); (g) XPS spectrum of B_1s; (h) XPS 

spectrum of N_1s. .........................................................................................129 

Figure 5.11 (a) RHEED pattern of the Ni substrate. (b) RHEED pattern of the Ni substrate 

with single layer h-BN grown on top. The inset show the incidence direction 

of the RHEED electron beam. ......................................................................131 

Figure 5.12 SEM images of single-layer h-BN on Ni at a growth time of (a/b) 2 h; (c/d) 4 

h; and (e/f) 6 h. All samples were grown at 900 °C with “10+2” mixture and 

4-min carburization. The B2O3 effusion cell temperature is 1150 °C. .........132 

Figure 5.13 SEM characterization of pre-deposition dependent growth. (a) h-BN film 

grown without pre-deposition of boron; (b) close-up of one of the prism-

adlayers on sample (a); (c) h-BN film grown with pre-deposition of boron; (d) 
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 Introduction  

 Van der Waals materials  

Two dimensional (2D) van der Walls (vdW) materials are materials consisting of a 

single or few layers of atoms, bonded by strong chemical bonds in in-plane direction and 

weakly by van der Walls force in out-of-plane direction. Their layered structure makes 

electrons in these materials free to move in the 2D plane, but restricted in the out-of-plane 

direction governed by quantum mechanics. The name of 2D materials came about with the 

exciting discover of graphene, which is a single-layer of carbon (C) atoms. This material 

conducts electricity better than copper, and heat better than anything else. [1] The list of 

amazing properties of this material can go on and on. Although this Nobel Prize winning 

discovery has made a huge promise for the potential of replacing Si, people soon realized 

the weakness of graphene—zero bandgap. It is the bandgap that makes traditional 

semiconductor material like Si semiconducting, allowing a transistor to switch on and off, 

which serves as the foundation of modern integrated circuits. To offer alternative solutions 

to compensate for graphene’s weaknesses, researchers start to pivot their efforts on other 

2D materials beyond graphene.[2] Dozens of 2D materials emerged soon after, such as 

Transition Metals Dichalcogenides (TMDs) and Hexagonal Boron Nitride (h-BN). It was 

soon realized that 2D materials are much more than a replacement for Si. For thousands of 

papers published in last 15 years, the research interest of 2D materials has expended from 

originally mainly as a solutions for future electronics and optoelectronic to much wider 

range of application with potential to enhance and prolong human life [3-6] 
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 Graphene and hexagonal boron nitride 

Graphene, the first discovered two-dimensional (2D) material consisting of one layer 

sp2 hybridized carbon atoms, has attracted great amount of attention since its first 

demonstration through micromechanical exfoliation in 2004 [7]. Graphene has variety of 

exciting properties, such as remarkably high electron carrier mobility at room temperature 

[8], superior thermal [9] and mechanical properties [10].  

Hexagonal boron nitride (h-BN), a structure analogue of graphene, is composed of 

alternating B and N atoms in a honeycomb lattice, with a lattice constant of 0.25nm and a 

bandgap of ~6 eV. As a dielectric, h-BN has very similar properties (ε~3-4 and breakdown 

electric field ~0.7 V/nm) to that of SiO2 [11]. Thanks to the wide bandgap and close lattice 

matching with graphene, h-BN is extensively used as a building block for constructing 2D 

vdW heterostructures[12, 13]. Regarding its optical properties, the observation of UV 

lasing characteristics in an h-BN single crystal [14] brought about significant research 

attention on this material as a possible candidate for light-emitting devices. Since then, 

several photo- and cathode- luminescence studies [15] have been published in an effort to 

understand the electronic and optical properties of h-BN.  

 Molecular beam epitaxy (MBE) 

With all the fascinating properties of 2D materials, it is crucial to develop a 

controllable and scalable synthetic process before the realization of any technological 

potentials. Traditionally, graphene and h-BN have been synthesized by chemical vapor 

deposition (CVD).[16-22] Although great progress has been made, the CVD process is still 

not optimal. Alternatively, MBE is promising for 2D material growth for its ability to 
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precisely control solid, gas, and plasma sources and the growth parameters, instant 

introduction, ease of doping and in-situ characterization capability, thanks to its ultra-high 

vacuum(UHV) environment. 

In the Quantum Structures Laboratory (QSL), a Perkin Elmer 425B MBE system is 

equipped with a B2O3 Knudsen effusion cell as a Boron source, a ECR/ RF N2 plasma 

source and a NH3 gas source as N source, a C2H2 gas source with a gas cracker as the C 

source, a H2 gas source for annealing purpose. Figure 1.1 shows a picture of the system. A 

graphite heater is used as the substrate heater with maximum substrate temperature of 

~1000 ° C. The UHV condition is maintained by an ion sublimation pump and a 

turbomolecular pump backed by a mechanical scroll pump. The growth details will be 

introduced in experimental details section in each chapter. 

 

Figure 1.1 A modified Perkin Elmer 425B MBE system in Quantum Structures 

Laboratory (QSL) at University of California, Riverside (UCR). 
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 Organization 

The rest of the dissertation is organized as follows. First, Chapter 2 discusses the 

epitaxial growth of hexagonal boron nitride/graphene heterostructures (h-BN/G) with high 

incorporation of C atoms in Co substrate. We show that the structure and quality of h-BN/G 

heterostructure can be directly altered by the amount of dissolved C atoms in C, which is 

categorized as 4 growth regions. The effect that individual G or h-BN layers have on the 

growth, morphology of each other is unfold. 

By going to the extreme case with very small amount of carbon introduced into the 

transition metal substrate, we further realized growth of h-BN layers enhanced by 

interstitial C atoms. In Chapter 3 we discuss that the tuning of interstitial C concentration 

in transition metal substrates can bring a new dimension of control of the growth and 

morphology/thickness control of 2D h-BN in addition to other regular growth parameters. 

Also, for better understanding of our new growth mechanism, we provide DFT calculations 

on changes in adsorption energies of B and N atoms when the Co (111) substrate is 

carburized. 

With continuous effort to explore the interstitial C assisted approach, we further 

designed a synthetic approach, in which secondary recrystallized Ni (100) substrates 

underwent a carburization process. The h-BN growth dynamics were studied by tuning 

different growth parameters including the substrate temperature, and the boron and 

nitrogen source flux ratio. With assistance from density functional theory calculations, we 

rationalized the role of interstitial C atoms in promoting h-BN growth by enhancing the 

catalytic effect of the transition metal, which lowers the nucleation activation energy 
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barrier. Through the control of the growth parameters, a single-crystal h-BN monolayer 

domain as large as 1.4 mm in edge length was achieved. In addition, a high-quality, 

continuous, large-area h-BN single-layer film with a breakdown electric field of 9.75 

MV/cm was demonstrated. The high value of the breakdown electric field suggests that 

single-layer h-BN has extraordinary dielectric strength for high-performance 2D 

electronics applications. These results are presented in Chapter 4. 

The adlayer formation has always been a fascinating phenomenon that haunting us. In 

Chapter 5, we further study mechanism attributing for the adlayer formation and provide a 

strategy towards eliminating these adlayers for the precise control of the number of 2D 

layers. We further present the result of the growth of a large-area adlayer-free single-layer 

h-BN film. 
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 Effect of high carbon incorporation in Co substrates on the epitaxy of 

hexagonal boron nitride/graphene heterostructures 

 Introduction 

As a two-dimensional (2D) material, hexagonal boron nitride (h-BN) possesses 

excellent properties including high band gap energy (~5.9 eV), extremely flat surface (root 

mean square (RMS) roughness < 0.2 nm) and free of dangling bond or surface charge trap, 

excellent dielectric properties (ε ≈ 3–4 and Vbreakdown≈ 12 MV/cm) and high chemical 

resistivity [1-5]. In addition, its complementary electronic properties and similar hexagonal 

lattice structure to graphene (G) and other 2D systems such as transition metal 

dichalcogenides (TMDs) have made h-BN an ideal candidate for all electronic devices 

where nanoscale supporting, insulating, capping, or gating layers are needed [6-8]. In 

particular, h-BN/G stacked layers have recently attracted much attention since such 

heterostructure system can be used not only to study fundamental physics of G, e.g., 

Hofstadter butterfly effect, but also to develop next-generation nanoelectronic devices with 

superior performances, e.g. tunneling devices [9-15]. 

So far, h-BN/G heterostructures have been mostly prepared by assembling G and h-

BN layers exfoliated from highly ordered pyrolytic graphite (HOPG) and h-BN bulk 

crystals, respectively [16,17]. Although these high-quality structures made by mechanical 

exfoliation are the best to showcase the material characteristic and/or device performance, 

all epitaxial vertical heterostructures with controllable thickness, size and well-defined 

orientation are indispensable toward practical applications. On this matter, both chemical 

vapor deposition (CVD) and molecular beam epitaxy (MBE) have been used widely for 
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the growth of h-BN/G heterostructures on different substrates, especially, transition metals 

such as Cu [18-28]. For example, Liu et al demonstrated the CVD growth of h-BN/G stacks 

on Cu foil via a two-step process [18]. Gao et al also reported the CVD growth of vertically 

stacked h-BN/G heterostructures on Cu foil using temperature-triggered (>900 ºC) 

chemical switching approach [19].  

Among all transition metal substrates, Co benefits from having a high melting point 

temperature (1495 ºC in 1 atm) which minimizes the amount of substrate evaporation 

during annealing step and high-temperature growth process. This is very crucial when a 

thin transition metal (foil or thin film) is aimed to use as a substrate, in particular, when a 

long growth duration is required for the 2D material growth, as this is often the case for h-

BN and h-BN/G heterostructures. Also, metal substrates with a higher carbon (C) solubility 

such as Co (~1.5% at 900 ºC) allow one to work with a wider range of C concentration and 

within a wider range of growth temperatures. For instance, in our group, we grew h-BN/G 

heterostructures with few-layer h-BN flakes and single-layer G with less than 1° miss-

match angle [27] as well as continuous large-area few-layer h-BN and thick graphitic 

structure [28] based on Co substrates with different substrate surface conditions, growth 

temperature, growth time, and other growth parameters.  

Because many parameters such as source, substrate, growth pressure, growth 

temperature and substrate cooling rate play roles in the growth of these h-BN/G 

heterostructures, two major growth mechanisms, namely, precipitation growth and direct 

layer-by-layer epitaxy, have been observed. Nevertheless, to date, it is still challenging to 

precisely and reliably control the thickness, morphology and quality of h-BN and G layers, 
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and their alignment across the wafer scale due to the complicated growth processes. In 

addition, the effect of G and h-BN layers on each other’s growth mode, morphology, 

thickness and quality in h-BN/G heterostructures have not been well understood. Therefore, 

to further elucidate the growth conditions for precise control of different types of h-BN/G 

heterostructures, in this paper, we systematically study the effect of high C incorporations 

in Co on the growth mode/morphology of the epitaxial h-BN/G heterostructures. Three 

different growth regions of h-BN/G heterostructures are identified based on the 

concentration of dissolved C atoms in Co and G growth mode. The unique features of Co 

substrate in conjunction with designing careful experiments and extensive 

characterizations enabled us to study the effect of top h-BN film on bottom G layers (and 

vice versa) in h-BN/G heterostructures. 

 

 Experimental details 

Commercial Co foil (Alfa Aesar, 0.1 mm thick, 99.95% purity) was used as the 

substrate. As-received Co foils were polished by an SBT 920 Lapping and Polishing 

workstation. Then, Co foils were cut into 1 cm×1 cm pieces, degreased with acetone and 

IPA, etched by diluted HCl solution (10%) for 2 minutes to remove the native oxides, and 

rinsed with deionized water. After blown-dry using a nitrogen gun, the fresh substrates 

were immediately loaded onto substrate holders and transferred to the growth chamber. 
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A plasma-assisted MBE (Perkin-Elmer) system was used for the sample growth. A 

Knudsen effusion cell filled with B2O3 powder (Alfa Aesar, 99.999% purity) was used as 

boron (B) source. Nitrogen plasma (Airgas, 99.9999% purity) generated by an electron 

cyclotron resonance (ECR) system and high-purity ammonia (American Gas Group, 

99.9995% purity) were used as nitrogen (N) sources. Acetylene gas (C2H2, Airgas, 99.999% 

purity) was used as C source. The substrates were heated to 800~950 ºC and annealed at 

the growth temperature under a 10-sccm (standard cubic centimeters per minute) flow of 

hydrogen gas for 15 minutes. Then, at the same substrate temperature, 3-sccm acetylene 

gas was introduced into the chamber for a duration of 5 seconds~3 minutes for different 

samples, and immediately after that, h-BN growth was started. During the growth, B cell 

 

Figure 2.1 Typical growth conditions of h-BN/G heterostructure samples in regions 

1-3. To carry out the growth of h-BN/G heterostructure samples, Co substrate was first 

heated up to 850~950 ºC and annealed for 15 minutes with 10 sccm H2 gas. Then, the 

substrate was treated with C (3-sccm C2H2 gas) for a duration of 5 sec~3 min for different 

samples, and immediately after that, h-BN growth was started. During the h-BN growth, B 

cell temperature was maintained at 1150 ºC. A mixture of N sources consisting of N2 gas 

flowed at 10 sccm through an ECR plasma generator and NH3 gas leaked at a flow rate of 

5 sccm through a needle valve was introduced into the chamber. The h-BN growth lasted 

from 15 min to 3 hrs for different samples. The substrate heating/cooling rate was ~10 

ºC/min for all samples. 
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temperature was maintained at 1150 ºC; a mixture of nitrogen source consisting of N2 gas 

flowed at 10 sccm through an ECR plasma generator and NH3 gas leaked at a flow rate of 

5 sccm through a needle valve was introduced into the chamber. The ECR current was set 

at 60 mA. The growth lasted from 15 minutes to 3 hours for different samples. The substrate 

heating/cooling rate was ~10 ºC/min for all samples. A schematic of the typical growth 

process is provided in Figure 2.1.  

Raman characterizations were performed using a HORIBA LabRam system equipped 

with a 60-mW, 532-nm green laser. Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) images were 

acquired using an FEI NNS450 SEM system in secondary electron mode. X-ray 

photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) characterization was conducted using a Kratos AXIS 

ULTRA XPS system equipped with an Al Kα monochromatic X-ray source and a 165-mm 

mean radius electron energy hemispherical analyzer. The depth-profile XPS 

characterization was performed on a 3×3 mm2 area of the sample using a 2-keV Ar ion 

beam sputter with an etching rate of 1 nm per minute. Atomic force microscopy (AFM) 

images were obtained using a Veeco D5000 AFM system in tapping mode. TEM images 

and selected area electron diffraction (SAED) patterns were acquired using a FEI Tecnai12 

system. TEM sample was prepared by picking a transferred h-BN/G film using a 200 mesh 

Cu grid covered with Quantifoil carbon film with Orthogonal Array of 1.2 µm diameter 

holes. 

For AFM and TEM measurements, samples were transferred using a typical wet 

transferring method. The as-grown samples were spin-coated first with PMMA (495 A4). 

Then, we put the samples directly into FeCl3/HCl solution to etch the Co foil substrate for 
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approximately a day. Thereafter, the stacked PMMA/h-BN/G was transferred into 10% 

HCl and DI water to rinse out the residual etchant. Then, the floating PMMA/h-BN/G was 

taken out by desired substrates (SiO2/Si or sapphire) and left to dry in air for at least 12 

hours. Then, a few drops of PMMA were deposited again on the transferred film and 

soaked for another two hours. These additional drops of PMMA soften the previous 

PMMA layer and enhance the attachment of h-BN/G on the substrate. PMMA was 

removed by dipping the sample into acetone bath. Finally, the sample was dried at 40 °C 

on a hot plate for a couple of hours. 

Co(contact)/h-BN/G/Co(foil) two-terminal devices were fabricated by a standard 

photolithography and lift-off process. A Co layer of 50 nm was patterned as top square 

contacts with an edge length of 25 μm on the surface of as-grown h-BN/G film. Current-

voltage (I-V) characteristics were obtained by an Agilent 4155C semiconductor parameter 

analyzer equipped with probing tips having a diameter of 5μm (Signatone, SE-TL). 
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 Results and discussion  

Figure 2.2 summarizes the growth of h-BN/G heterostructure system on Co foil 

substrate when the C treatment time changes and h-BN growth conditions are the same (3 

hours at 900 °C). Note that C starts to dissolve in Co at around 600 °C and the solubility 

increases up to ~1.5% at 900 °C [29], i.e. a designated growth temperature in the schematic 

(Figure 2.2(a)). The temperature-dependent growth of h-BN/G heterostructures indicated 

that the substrate temperature is an important growth parameter to influence the 

morphology and coverage of h-BN. With the same other growth conditions, a growth 

temperature window, which covers 900 °C, was identified for the formation of continuous 

high-quality h-BN films in the heterostructures as shown in Figure 2.3. 

Thermodynamically, G growth on Co can start at temperatures above ~700 °C [30, 31]. 

 

Figure 2.2 H-BN\G heterostructure growth regions on Co substrate. (a) Schematic of 

h-BN/G growth steps on Co substrate with different C treatment time and same h-BN 

growth conditions (3 hrs at 900 °C). Three growth regions are identified based on the C 

treatment time and G growth mode/morphology in h-BN/G samples. (b-d) OM images, 

(e-g) graphene G-peak intensity mapping, and (h-j) SEM images of the samples with 30-

sec, 1.5-min, and 3-min C treatment time, which are representative samples in regions 1, 

2, and 3 respectively. 
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The black hatching areas in Figure 2.2(a) show the C concentration in Co substrate at 

different growth regions (i.e., 1, 2, and 3), and the black dashed lines display the C 

solubility levels in Co substrate at designated temperatures (i.e., T0%C, TG and Tgrowth). The 

growth regions in Figure 2.2(a) are identified based on the C treatment time, and 

subsequently, G growth mode/morphology in the h-BN/G samples. Samples with 30-sec, 

1.5-min, and 3-min C treatment time are selected as representative samples for regions 1, 

2, and 3, respectively, and their optical microscopy (OM), graphene G-peak Raman 

intensity mapping, and SEM images are shown in Figure 2.2(b-j).  

Region 1 is where C solubility or saturation of Co is not reached at the growth 

temperature of 900 °C, hence, G is formed only by precipitation during substrate cooling 

 

Figure 2.3  H-BN/G temperature-dependent growth with the same 30-sec C 

treatment time. SEM images of as-grown h-BN/G samples from center and edge areas 

at (a) 800 °C, (b) 850 °C, and (c) 950 °C. Therefore, together with the 900 °C sample 

discussed in the main text (Figures 2.2 and 2.7), we have four samples to study the growth 

temperature dependence. As it appears in the Figure 2.3 and Figures 2.2 and 2.7, the 

proper substrate temperature to grow a continuous h-BN/G film is 850~900 °C. Below 

this temperature, for example 800 °C, the h-BN/G film is not continuous and consists of 

many thick h-BN ad-layers (bright features, as shown in Figure 2.3(a)). The diffusion 

length of B and N atoms is relatively low (i.e., high activation/barrier energy) due to the 

lack of thermal energy and, therefore, B and N atoms tend to bond locally and grow more 

vertically rather laterally [13-15]. On the other hand, as the growth temperature exceeds 

900 °C, for example, 950 °C, high desorption rate of B and N atoms from Co substrate 

surface can become the dominant phenomenon and fails the growth of continuous h-

BN/G film [16,17]. Thus, the growth temperature of 850~900 °C with 30-sec C treatment 

time seems to be the conditions to grow continuous and uniform h-BN/G films. 
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process, leading to a “G network” underneath the h-BN film. The dark regions in the OM 

image of Figure 2.2(b) for a 30-sec C sample and corresponding Raman intensity mapping 

of graphene G-peak in Figure 2.2(e) display the nature of the G network. Because of this 

specific morphology, G does not cover a big portion of the Co substrate surface in region 

1 samples. This is related to the local accumulation of precipitated C atoms around edge 

areas of the h-BN flakes (grain boundaries) which is discussed in detail later. This 

morphology was observed when the C treatment time changed between 5 to 45 seconds.  

Region 2 is where the Co substrate is just saturated by C atoms at the growth 

temperature and, therefore, a part of G growth now occurs isothermally via C saturation-

precipitation mechanism [32-34]. Similar to region 1, another part of G growth in this 

region occurs later by precipitation when reducing the substrate temperature. Since in 

region 2 the isothermal G growth is limited only to the formation of a few G flakes/islands, 

a non-uniform G growth underneath h-BN film is obtained, as seen in the OM image of 

Figure 2.2(c) for 1.5-min C treatment time sample and corresponding Raman intensity 

mapping of graphene G-peak in Figure 2.2(f). Despite the non-uniform morphology in 

 

Figure 2.4 G reference sample in region 2. To obtain this sample, the Co substrate was 

heated up to 900 °C and treated by 1.5-min C (3 sccm), and then the substrate was cooled 

to room temperature. (a) OM image, (b) graphene G-peak Raman intensity mapping, (c) 

typical Raman spectrum of the G reference sample in region 2 with a 2D/G ratio of ~0.37 

and (d) a shorter-range Raman spectrum between 1250-1450 cm-1 showing a negligible 

graphene D-peak in the reference sample. 
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region 2 samples, based on the Raman mapping results in Figure 2.2(f), the G almost fully 

covers the Co surface. This was further verified by G reference sample where 1.5-min C 

treatment time was used to grow only G at 900 °C, as shown in Figure 2.4. This morphology 

was observed when the C treatment time changed between 45 seconds and 2 minutes. 

Further introduction of excess C at the growth temperature with the C treatment time 

exceeding 2 minutes leads the growth mode into region 3. In this region, isothermally 

grown G has already covered the entire substrate surface at the growth temperature, and 

after the formation of continuous h-BN on the isothermally grown continuous G layer, 

additional G layers are formed under the structure during the cooling process, resulting in 

a uniform heterostructure consisting of thick G and thin h-BN (Figure 2.2(d,g,j) of the 

sample with 3-min C treatment time). Figure 2.5 shows OM image, graphene G-peak 

Raman intensity mapping and typical Raman spectrum of the G reference sample with 3-

min C treatment time. A 2D/G intensity ratio of ~0.35 was calculated and no graphene D-

peak was observed in the spectrum (Figure 2.5(d)), suggesting the high-quality growth of 

thick G layers. Figure 2.6 shows additional OM images of the h-BN/G samples to further 

illustrate the evolution of the G morphology in these three regions. Finally, in all three 

 

Figure 2.5 G reference sample in region 3. To obtain this sample, the Co substrate was 

heated up to 900 °C and treated by 3-min C (3 sccm), and then the substrate was cooled to 

room temperature. (a) OM image, (b) graphene G-peak Raman intensity mapping, (c) 

typical Raman spectrum of the G reference sample in region 3 with a 2D/G intensity ratio 

of ~0.35 and (d) a shorter-range Raman spectrum between 1250-1450 cm-1 showing no 

apparent graphene D-peak in the reference sample. 
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regions, h-BN is solely deposited at the growth temperature (a condition we referred as 

isothermally grown or epitaxial), i.e., it is not formed by precipitation mechanism during 

substrate cooling period. This is because the solubility of both B and N in Co are extremely 

low [35].   

Figure 2.7 shows detailed characterization results of typical region 1 samples. In the 

SEM images of h-BN/G samples with 5-, 30- and 45-sec C treatment time (Figure 2.7(a-

c)), distinct G network morphology appears with a darker color compared to the 

surrounding area as G produces less secondary electrons compared to the Co metal 

substrate [36]. The width of G network changes from 5~10 µm for 5-sec C treatment time 

sample, to 11~13 µm for 30 -sec C treatment time sample, and to 12~16 µm for 45-sec C 

treatment time sample. It seems that the width of G network increases notably from 5-sec 

to 30-sec C treatment time and then remains about the same values from 30-sec to 45-sec 

 

Figure 2.6 Additional OM images of h-BN/G samples with different C treatment time. 

OM images of h-BN/G samples with (a) 15-sec and (b) 45-sec C treatment time showing 

the enlargement of G network morphology in typical region 1 samples. By increasing the 

C treatment time to 1.5 min (c), a mixture of G network morphology and G islands (initially 

formed at the growth temperature) can be seen. The G morphology evolves towards the 

formation of more G islands by using 2-min C treatment time (d). This mixture morphology 

is typical of region 2 samples. By further increasing the C treatment time to 2.5 min (e), 

the formation of G layers at the growth temperature leads to a thick uniform G film 

underneath h-BN in region 3 samples. 
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treatment time, which can be an indication of Co saturation by dissolved C atoms within 

45 seconds of C treatment at the growth temperature of 900 °C.  

To better understand the h-BN/G network morphology, we transferred the sample with 

30-sec C treatment time onto SiO2/Si substrate and performed AFM measurement (Figure 

2.7(d)). The measured AFM line profile reveals that the h-BN film thickness is ~ 2.1 nm 

and h-BN/G network is ~12.4 nm, suggesting a G network thickness of ~10.3 nm. Figure 

 

Figure 2.7 Characterizations of h-BN/G samples in region 1. Magnified SEM images 

of the h-BN/G samples with (a) 5-sec, (b) 30-sec, and (c) 45-sec C treatment time showing 

the G network morphology. (d) AFM image of h-BN/G sample with 30-sec C treatment 

time transferred onto SiO2/Si substrate. (e) and (f) Raman spectra of the points (1) and (2) 

of (d), respectively. XPS signals of (g) C1s, and (h) B1s and N1s for as-grown h-BN/G 

sample with 30-sec C treatment time. (i) OM image of the G reference sample with 30-sec 

C time. 
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2.7(e) and (f) show Raman spectra of h-BN and h-BN/G network areas (1) and (2), 

respectively, marked in the AFM image in Figure 2.7(d). It can be clearly seen that the 

point (1) only shows the h-BN E2g vibrational mode at ~1367 cm-1 (Figure 2.7(e)), while 

point 2 shows the co-existence of h-BN and multilayer G peaks (Figure 2.7(f)) [25-28]. 

Raman results suggest that h-BN is continuous although G is not in the region 1 samples. 

Figure 2.7(g) and (h) show C1s, and B1s and N1s XPS spectra of a 30-sec C treatment 

sample, respectively. C1s peak occurs at 284.6 eV indicating the existence of C sp2 bonding 

of G layers [37,38]. B1s and N1s exhibit energy positions at 190.4 eV and 397.7 eV, 

respectively, which is consistent with the reported values for XPS signals of h-BN [39,40]. 

By using sensitivity factors from the instrument manufacturer and calculating the atomic % 

of each atom, the B/N ratio is 1.03, suggesting an almost equal composition of B and N 

elements. 

Figure 2.7(i) shows an OM image of a C-only reference sample. To grow this sample, 

the Co foil substrate was heated up to 900 ºC, treated with 30-sec C exposure and then 

cooled to room temperature. As it can be seen in Figure 2.7(i), the G morphology in the C 

reference sample is quite different with G morphology of h-BN/G sample with the same 

amount of C treatment time (Figure 2.2(b)). This difference in G morphology is believed 

to be caused by the top h-BN film rather than the Co substrate because the density of the 

Co substrate grain boundaries and imperfection sites in both h-BN/G and G reference 

samples should be about the same and uniformly distributed across the substrate’s surface. 

The fact that the G in region 1 samples is only formed by precipitation during the cooling 

process, that is after h-BN film growth, makes the G morphology affected by the h-BN 
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film. The G network morphology is the outcome of preferential C atom precipitation in the 

vicinity of h-BN grain boundaries, which have a random distribution within the h-BN film. 

Figure 2.8 shows characterization results of the G reference sample in region 1 with 30-sec 

C treatment time. Graphene G-peak intensity mapping of the reference sample (Figure 

2.8(a)) shows a more uniform distribution of less intense G-peak compared to that of h-

BN/G sample with the same G growth conditions (Figure 2.2(e)). This suggests that when 

there is no h-BN on top, precipitated C atoms tend to form larger and thinner domains. 

Also, a D-peak at ~1356 cm-1 with a FWHM of ~34 cm-1 was observed (Figure 2.8(b,c)), 

indicating a low quality G growth in this region. Overall, it appears that h-BN growth has 

the largest effect on the G growth (quality/morphology/thickness) in region 1 samples since 

the G is formed after h-BN growth. As the G growth mode gradually changes from 

precipitation during cooling process to isothermal growth at high temperatures (i.e., regions 

2 and 3), the effect of top h-BN film on the growth and morphology of underneath G layers 

becomes less evident.  

 

Figure 2.8 G reference sample in region 1. To obtain this sample, the Co substrate was 

heated up to 900 °C and treated by 30-sec C (3 sccm), and then the substrate was cooled to 

room temperature. (a) graphene G-peak Raman intensity mapping, (b) typical Raman 

spectrum of the G reference sample in region 3 with a 2D/G intensity ratio of ~0.6 and (c) 

a shorter-range Raman spectrum between 1250-1450 showing a D peak at ~1356 cm-1 with 

a FWHM of ~34 cm-1. 
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Figure 2.9 shows characterization results of h-BN/G samples with the same 30-sec C 

treatment time and different h-BN growth time. It can be seen in the SEM images of Figure 

2.9(a-d) that the coverage and size of the triangular h-BN flakes increases as the increase 

of h-BN growth time and the whole Co substrate surface is almost covered with h-BN as 

the growth time reaches ~1 hr. Figure 2.9(e) shows h-BN lateral growth speed as a function 

of growth time. The area of h-BN coverage is obtained by ImageJ software, as illustrated 

in Figure 2.10 and the growth speed is defined as the area of coverage divided by the growth 

time. As seen from Figure 2.9(e), the h-BN lateral growth rate is relatively high in the short 

h-BN growth period (~ 2.5 %/min at 15 minutes), and then gradually decreases to lower 

values as the growth progresses (~ 1 %/min at 1 hr). This further justifies the continuous 

morphology of the h-BN films for all samples grown for 3 hours. It should be noted that 

the SEM image in Figure 2.9(a) and OM image in Figure 2.9(f) of the 15-min h-BN growth 

sample show the accumulation of C atoms (dark color) around triangular h-BN flakes. 

 

Figure 2.9 H-BN time-dependent growth of region 1 h-BN/G samples with 30-sec C 

treatment time. (a-d) SEM images of h-BN/G samples with 15-min, 30-min, 45-min and 

1-hr h-BN growth duration. (e) h-BN lateral growth speed and triangle edge length for 

samples in (a-d). (f) OM image and corresponding (g) graphene G-peak Raman intensity 

mapping and (h) Raman spectrum of (g) at its strongest signal point. H-BN E2g Raman 

peak at ~1365 cm-1 has a FWHM of ~65 cm-1 and graphene 2D/G intensity ratio is ~0.35. 
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Figure 2.9(g) and (h) show graphene G-peak Raman intensity mapping of Figure 2.9(f) and 

corresponding Raman spectra from the point of the strongest Raman signal in Figure 2.9(g), 

respectively. The Raman scattering results clearly support the findings from the 

microscopy studies in Figure 2.9(a) and (f). This behavior, i.e., C preferential precipitation 

along h-BN triangle edges and/or grain boundaries during the cooling process, is also 

consistent with the formation mechanism for the G network underneath the h-BN film of 

h-BN/G samples in region 1 (Figures 2.2 and 2.7). The graphene 2D/G intensity ratio of 

the as-grown sample was calculated ~0.35 (Figure 2.9(h)) which is much lower than that 

of G reference sample in region 1, that is ~0.6 (Figure 2.8(b)). This further shows the effect 

 

Figure 2.10 Characterization of h-BN/G sample in region 2. (a) Representative Raman 

spectrum of the as-grown sample. The h-BN E2g Raman peak is centered at ~1366.5 cm-1 

with the FWHM of ~44 cm-1. These values are very close to the reported values for h-BN 

[18-20]. A much narrower peak at ~1366.5 cm-1 compared to that of Figure 2.9(h) can be 

partially due to the growth of high-quality G flakes/layers underneath the h-BN film via 

isothermal growth mode (region 2). The graphene 2D/G intensity ratio is ~0.2 indicating 

the multilayer nature of G layers in the sample. (b) C1s and (c) B1s and N1s XPS signals 

of the same sample. (d) AFM image of transferred h-BN/G sample with 1.5-min C 

treatment time onto SiO2/Si substrate. (e) OM image of the transferred sample and (f) h-

BN E2g phonon peak intensity mapping of (e). 
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of top h-BN film on the thickness of underneath G layers in region 1 samples. A wide 

FWHM of h-BN E2g peak (~65 cm-1) in Figure 2.9(h) can be due to the incorporation of 

intrinsic graphene D-peak in the sample (Figure 2.8(c)). 

Figure 2.11 shows Raman spectrum and C1s, B1s and N1s XPS signals of a 

representative region 2 sample with a 1.5-min C treatment time, and AFM and OM images 

of the same sample after the h-BN/G structure was transferred onto a SiO2/Si substrate and 

its corresponding h-BN E2g phonon mode intensity mapping. Since the isothermal G 

growth in this region is limited only to the formation of a few G flakes/islands, the final G 

morphology in h-BN/G sample is a mixture of isothermal G growth and precipitation 

during the cooling process, resulting in a non-uniform G film. According to Figure 2.11(f) , 

 

Figure 2.11 An example of h-BN/G coverage calculation for h-BN time-dependent 

growth samples using ImageJ software. First, an area of ~1 mm2 from an SEM image 

was selected for each sample. (a) shows the SEM selected area for the h-BN/G sample 

grown with 30-sec C treatment time and 30-min h-BN growth time at 900 ºC. (b) By 

applying a black/white contrast threshold, h-BN flakes are identified with black color. 

Subsequently, the software measured the black area and divided it by the total area (~1 

mm2) to calculate the h-BN/G coverage for each sample. The scale bar in (a) is 100 μm. 
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despite the non-uniform morphology of G growth in this region, the h-BN has been formed 

continuously and fully covered the sample’s surface.  

 

Figure 2.12 Characterization of h-BN/MG samples in region 3. (a) 13-points Raman 

spectra of the as-grown h-BN/MG sample with 3-min C treatment time and inset shows the 

sample photograph. The 2D/G ratio of G in this sample was calculated ~0.18. (b) Zoom-in 

Raman spectra of (a) showing the h-BN E2g phonon mode at ~1366.5 cm-1 with a uniform 

FWHM of ~40 cm-1 across these 13 points of measurement. (c) AFM image of the same 

sample transferred onto SiO2/Si substrate with the total thickness of ~133 nm. (d) C1s and 

(e) B1s and N1s as a function of sputtering depth in the depth-profile XPS characterization 

and (f) relative atomic concentration of C, B, and N versus sputtering depth. (g) XRD 

spectrum of the same sample. Inset is the magnified spectrum with 2theta from 54.7 to 55°. 

(h) UV absorption spectrum of the h-BN/MG sample transferred onto a sapphire substrate. 

(i) I-V characteristic of Co(contact)/h-BN/MG/Co(foil) two-terminal device structure with 

the contact size of 25µm×25µm. The inset displays the log-scale current versus voltage 

behavior of the device with 3 distinct regions. 
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Figure 2.12 shows characterization results of typical h-BN/G samples in region 3. 

Figure 2.12(a) shows Raman spectra of an as-grown h-BN/G sample with 3-min C 

treatment time at 13 locations across the 1cm×1cm h-BN/G sample (indicated in a photo 

image in the inset of Figure 2.12(a)). The existence of both multilayer G (MG or thin 

graphite) and h-BN Raman peaks is evident. The 2D/G ratio of MG in this sample was 

calculated ~0.18. Figure 2.12(b) is the zoom-in spectra of Figure 2.12(a) between 1200 and 

1500 cm-1, showing excellent uniformity of h-BN E2g phonon mode’s position (~1366.5 

cm-1), intensity and full width at half maximum (FWHM~40 cm-1) over these 13 points of 

measurement [41]. A portion of the sample was transferred onto SiO2/Si substrate for the 

AFM measurement. The AFM image reveals that the h-BN/G film has a total thickness of 

~133 nm (Figure 2.12(c)).  

To reveal the individual thickness of h-BN and MG layers, we performed XPS 

sputtering depth profile measurement. Figure 2.12(d) and (e) show the evolution of C1s, 

and B1s and N1s XPS signals as a function of sputtering depth within 4 nm of the top 

surface of h-BN/G sample. As seen in Figure 2.12(d), C1s peak is strongest when the 

sample was not sputtered, which is due to the inclusion of signals from absorbed C species 

on the surface or adventitious C [42]. After removing the top 0.17 nm material, the intensity 

of C1s peak drops significantly compared with the signal before sputtering and then 

remains about the same with further sputtering while the width of the C1s peak increases 

as the sputtering depth increases (down to ~1-2 nm) due to Ar+ beam induced damage. On 

the other hand, B1s and N1s XPS signals in Figure 2.12(e) decrease proportionally and 

gradually by removing the top layers and become negligible when the sputtering depth 
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reaches ~2 nm (i.e., h-BN thickness). Figure 2.12(f) shows the calculated relative atomic 

concentration for B, N, and C as a function of the sputtering depth. As the sputtering depth 

increases, both N and B concentrations decrease gradually and reach an insignificant 

percentage at a sputtering depth of 1~2 nm, while the C concentration gradually levels up 

and then becomes steady as the etching depth extends from 2 to 4 nm. Considering the 

AFM (Figure 2.12(c)) and XPS depth-profile (Figure 2.12 (f)) measurement results, it can 

be concluded that the h-BN/MG structure has a top h-BN layer of 1~2 nm and a bottom 

MG layer of 131~132 nm. Such a large thickness of MG is believed to be caused mainly 

by precipitation of dissolved C atoms during cooling process. Much higher substrate 

cooling rates could significantly reduce the total G thickness, although thermal strained 

induced wrinkles could compromise the quality of the precipitated G in those cases [43]. 

Alternatively, other transition metals with much less C solubilities can be used to control 

the number of G layers down to a few layers [44,45]. Owing to the fact that these C atoms 

precipitate underneath the isothermally grown MG buffer, the morphological and structural 

uniformity of h-BN/G samples is well preserved, as inferred from Figure 2.2(c) and (g). 

Moreover, similar h-BN thickness in region 1 (~2.1 nm) and region 3 (1~2 nm) samples 

indicates that the h-BN vertical growth is not affected by the G growth mechanism, 

morphology or thickness (Figures 2.7 and 2.12). The seemly self-limited growth of h-BN 

on G with different morphology under the present growth condition is intriguing and needs 

further investigation. Similar self-limited growth of h-BN on metal substrates was also 

reported [46-50].  
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Figure 2.12(g) shows XRD pattern of the h-BN/G sample. The evident peaks at 26.64° 

and 54.79°, and 27.1° and 54.94° are assigned to (002) and (004) crystal plane diffractions 

of MG and h-BN films according to JCPDS card numbers 41-1487 and 34-0421, 

respectively [51,52]. The small peak at 51.5° is from (002) crystal plane diffraction of hcp 

Co (JCPDS# 01-071-4239) [53,54]. Such intense XRD peaks indicate the high-quality of 

MG and h-BN films in the sample. It can be also realized that h-BN and MG have grown 

on the same crystal planes, suggesting the epitaxial relation between the stacked layers. To 

further confirm the relation between h-BN and MG, we transferred a piece of the same 

sample and performed TEM measurement (Figure 2.13). Figure 2.13(a) shows the bright-

field top-view image of the transferred film on the TEM grid and Figure 2.13(b) shows the 

SAED pattern obtained from the area in Figure 2.13(a). A single hexagonal pattern is 

observed (Figure 2.13(b)); however, the dots are slightly elongated, suggesting overlapped 

hexagonal patterns of h-BN and MG films with possibly a little miss-orientation. Figure 

 

Figure 2.13 TEM measurement on the h-BN/G sample in region 3. (a) Bright-field top-

view image of the transferred h-BN/G on the TEM grid and (b) corresponding SAED 

pattern of (a). A single hexagonal pattern can be observed in (b), however, the dots are 

slightly elongated, suggesting overlapping hexagonal patterns of h-BN and MG films with 

possibly a little miss-orientation. This proves the epitaxial relation of h-BN and MG 

stacked layers. 

(a) (b) 
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2.12(h) shows an absorption spectrum of the sample after a portion of the h-BN/MG film 

was transferred to a sapphire substrate. As can be seen in Figure 2.12(h), the clear 

absorption edge at ~202 nm originates from the band gap of h-BN film [55]. A big portion 

of UV light spectrum has been also absorbed by the thick MG film [56]. Figure 2.12(i) 

shows cross-plane I-V characteristic of a Co(contact)/h-BN/G/Co (substrate) two-terminal 

device. The bottom inset shows a schematic of the device, which was fabricated using a 

process described in the Experimental section. The top inset displays the log-scale current 

versus voltage behavior of the device, showing 3 distinct regions: I) current linearly 

increases as the increase of voltage, which represents direct-tunneling related conduction 

(V<~0.6) [57,58], II) current nonlinearly/exponentially increases with the voltage under 

moderate biases (~0.6<V<~1.25) due to the Fowler-Nordheim tunneling mode [59,60], and 

III) current sharply increases due to the dielectric breakdown at a bias of 1.25 V [61]. The 

calculated breakdown electric field based on an h-BN thickness of 1~2 nm is 6.25-12.5 

MV/cm, which is comparable with the observed values from other epitaxial h-BN films 

[61-63]. 

 Conclusion 

We performed a systematic study of the in-situ growth of h-BN/G films on Co 

substrate by sequentially introducing C source with a high C incorporation, and B and N 

sources in an MBE system. It is found that the continuous h-BN/G heterostructures can be 

formed at a substrate temperature of 850~900 ºC. By changing the C amount incorporation, 

the h-BN/G structure alters from region 1 where G network is formed only by precipitation 

during cooling process underneath the h-BN film; to region 2 where isothermal G growth 
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occurs to form G islands partially covering the substrate, followed by further precipitation 

G growth, leading to a non-uniform h-BN/G structure, and to region 3 where a uniform h-

BN/G heterostructure with a thin continuous h-BN and a thick continuous MG are formed 

from both isothermal G growth and precipitation. It is found out that the top h-BN film has 

the largest effect on the morphology, thickness and quality of underneath G layers in h-

BN/G samples of region 1. In addition, the h-BN growth is self-limited to a 1~2 nm thick 

film in all three regions, regardless of the underneath G thickness or morphology. 
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 The Role of Carbon Interstitials in Transition Metal Substrates on 

Controllable Synthesis of High-Quality Large-Area Two-Dimensional Hexagonal 

Boron Nitride Layers 

 Introduction 

Hexagonal boron nitride (h-BN), a two-dimensional (2D) isostructure of graphene, has 

gained significant attention for its remarkable properties,[1-3] as well as its potential 

applications as a 2D dielectric[4-7]and a wide bandgap semiconductor material.[3,8,9] To 

realize the technological potential of h-BN, the key is reliable and controllable synthesis of 

large-area h-BN. Toward this direction, tremendous effort has been made on chemical 

vapor deposition (CVD) of h-BN on various catalytic transition metal substrates, including 

Cu,[ 2,10,11] Co,[12] Ni,[13-16] Fe,[17-19] Ru[20] and Pt.[21] Experiments have proven 

that transition metals can provide a favorable chemical environment for the synthesis of 

high-quality graphene and h-BN. In addition, rational engineering of catalytic effects of 

the transition metal substrates by alloying or incorporating additional species has been 

utilized in the growth of both h-BN and graphene to enhance the control over layer number, 

nucleation density, and domain size. [17,19,22] Recently, CVD growth of graphene and h-

BN assisted by carbon in the form of α-C or hydrocarbon gas has been reported by pre-

depositing PMMA[23] or simultaneously introducing methane,[24] respectively. 

Nevertheless, the growth of h-BN on transition metal substrates incorporated with carbon 

as interstitial atoms has not been studied. Transition metals with high carbon solubility are 

commonly thought to be detrimental for graphene growth, due to the precipitation of low-

quality graphitic structure during substrate cooling, resulting in poor layer number 

controllability.[25] However, from a completely different perspective, the high carbon 
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solubility of metals ensures the presence of a substantial amount of dissolved carbon atoms 

as interstitials. As a result, the tuning of carbon concentration in a wide range within the 

carbon solubility’s limit can bring a new dimension of control for the growth of h-BN in 

addition to other regular growth parameters such as substrate temperature, growth pressure, 

surface roughness, and so on. Thus, to elucidate the effect of interstitial carbon on the 

growth of h-BN, it is essential to control the carbon concentration precisely at a trace level 

so that the carbon atoms do not end up precipitating onto the metal surface. From this 

standpoint, molecular beam epitaxy (MBE), an alternative to CVD, has the ability to 

precisely control solid, gas, and plasma sources and tune the growth parameters. Some 

general comparison of MBE and CVD for 2D material synthesis can be found elsewhere, 

[26-35] and MBE has been demonstrated to be a reliable method to grow 2D h-BN and h-

BN/graphene heterostructures.[26-35]  

In this work, we carefully prepared Co and Ni substrates with different carburization 

time using acetylene gas prior to the growth of h-BN in a plasma-assisted MBE system. 

The dissolution of carbon atoms in Co enabled and enhanced the direct growth of h-BN on 

the Co surface. A scanning electron microscopy (SEM) study of h-BN grown on Co with 

different carburization levels shows that the morphology as well as the lateral growth speed 

of the h-BN domains can be readily controlled by carbon concentration. The morphology 

varies from 2D layer-plus-3D islands to homogeneous 2D layers. Comprehensive 

characterizations including transmission electron microscopy (TEM), Raman spectroscopy, 

atomic force microscope (AFM), UV-Vis absorption spectroscopy and X-ray 

photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) were carried out to study the structural and 
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compositional properties of the samples. H-BN dielectric properties were characterized 

based on Co(foil)/h-BN/Co(contact) devices. Density functional theory (DFT) studies 

show enhanced adsorption and diffusion of both B and N atoms on the Co metal surface as 

a result of embedded carbon interstitials, which shed light on the role of carbon interstitials 

in transition metal substrates for reliable and controllable growth of large-area 2D h-BN. 

 Experimental details 

Table 3.1 Summary of samples. 

 

Substrate preparation Co and Ni foils with a thickness of 0.1 mm and a purity of 

99.995% from Alfa Aesar were polished on a SBT 920 Lapping and Polishing workstation 

and cut into 1 cm × 1 cm pieces as substrates. These pieces were degreased and deoxidized 

with acetone, IPA and dilu1ted hydrochloric acid (10%), rinsed in deionized (DI) water, 

blown dry and finally loaded into an MBE chamber. A negligible amount of carbon 

impurities existed in as-received Co foils (0-6 ppm according to Alfa Aesar’ glow 

discharge mass spectrometry report). Co substrates without the carburization process are 

referred to as pristine Co. 
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Hydrogen annealing and carburization A re-designed Perkin-Elmer MBE system 

with a background pressure of ~10-9 Torr was used for the sample growth. The substrate 

was heated to 900 ºC and annealed at this temperature under a 10-sccm flow of hydrogen 

gas for 10 minutes. Then, 0.5-sccm C2H2 gas was introduced into chamber with a pressure 

of 5×10-5 Torr for 15 to 240 s to enrich Co with carbon prior to h-BN growth. H-BN growth 

step started after the carburization process. 

H-BN growth A Knudsen effusion cell filled with B2O3 powder (Alfa Aesar, 99.999% 

purity) was used as boron (B) source. Nitrogen plasma (Airgas, 99.9999% purity) 

generated by an electron cyclotron resonance (ECR) system and high-purity ammonia 

(American Gas Group, 99.9995% purity) were used as nitrogen (N) sources. The h-BN 

growth was conducted by simultaneous introduction of B and N sources onto the Co 

substrate at 900 ºC. B cell temperature was maintained at 1150 ºC. N sources consisting of 

10-sccm N2 gas through an ECR plasma source and NH3 gas at a flow rate of 5 sccm 

through a shut-off valve were introduced to the chamber. The ECR current was set at 60 

mA with a power of 228 W. The growth pressure was on the order of 6×10-4 Torr. After 

the growth, the samples were cooled to room temperature at a rate of 10 ºC/min. Detailed 

growth conditions are summarized in Table 3.1. 

Transferring of h-BN samples The Co and Ni substrates were etched by FeCl3/HCl 

solution after spin-coating PMMA (495 A4) on as-grown samples. The PMMA/h-BN stack 

was then transferred into 10% HCl, 5% HCl and DI water successively to rinse out the 

residual etchant. The floating h-BN film was taken out by a desired substrate and left to 

dry for at least 12 hours. After that, a few drops of PMMA were deposited again on the 
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transferred film and soaked for another two hours. The additional PMMA is used to soften 

the previous PMMA layer and enhance the attachment of h-BN on the substrate. PMMA 

was removed by dipping the sample into acetone bath. Finally, the sample was annealed at 

400 °C inside a CVD furnace for 3 hours in Ar/O2 flow of 300 sccm to remove any 

remaining organic residue. 

Characterizations SEM images were acquired using an FEI NNS450 system in 

secondary electron (SE) imaging mode with a beam voltage of 10 kV. Raman 

characterizations were performed using a HORIBA LabRam system equipped with a 60-

mW, 532-nm green laser. XPS characterization was conducted using a Kratos AXIS 

ULTRA XPS system equipped with an Al Kα monochromatic X-ray source and a 165-mm 

mean radius electron energy hemispherical analyzer. The fitting of XPS data was 

performed using CasaXPS software. As-measured XPS data was first calibrated by using 

Co 2p3/2 peak at 778.1 eV (Lorentzian Asymmetric line shape). B 1s, N 1s and C 1s peaks 

were convoluted with Gaussian/Lorentzian line shape after background-corrected by 

Shirley type background. AFM images were obtained using a Veeco D5000 AFM system. 

TEM images and selected area electron diffraction (SAED) patterns were acquired using a 

FEI Tecnai12 system. TEM sample was prepared by picking a transferred h-BN film using 

a 200-mesh Cu grid covered with holey carbon film with orthogonal array of 1.2-µm 

diameter holes.  

Device fabrication and electrical measurement Co(foil)/h-BN/Co(contact) two-

terminal devices were fabricated by a standard photolithography and lift-off process. A Co 

layer of 100 nm was patterned as top square contacts with an edge length of 200 µm on the 
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surface of as-grown h-BN film. Reactive ion etching (RIE) was performed with a 50-sccm 

SF6 plasma, under a power of 50 W, and for 15 seconds to etch the h-BN film between 

devices, which ensured isolation of different devices on the same substrate. Current-voltage 

(I-V) characteristics were obtained by an Agilent 4155C semiconductor parameter analyzer 

equipped with probing tips having a diameter of about 5 µm (Signatone, SE-TL). 

DFT calculations First-principles density functional theory (DFT) calculations used 

the projector augmented wave method and the Perdew-Burke-Ernzerhof (PBE) type 

generalized gradient approximation[36,37]as implemented in the software package 

VASP.[74] Spin polarization was included self-consistently in all calculations. For the unit 

cell calculations, a Monkhorst-Pack scheme was adopted to integrate over the Brillouin 

zone with a k-mesh of 9×9×1. A plane-wave basis cutoff of 550 eV was used. All structures 

were optimized until the largest force on the atoms was less than 0.01 eV/Å. To model the 

adsorption energies of B and N atoms on the Co (111) surface, a single B or N atom was 

placed on specific sites of the surface of a supercell consisting of four atomic layers of 4×4 

Co atoms in the (111) plane. These sites include the top of the Co atoms, hexagonal closely 

packed (HCP), and face centered cubic (FCC) sites of the Co (111) surface, on which the 

adsorption of B or N atoms would enable an epitaxial relationship between h-BN and the 

Co (111) substrate. A vacuum gap of 15 Å was introduced to avoid interactions between 

the periodically repeated surfaces. To simulate the diffusion activation energies, we 

adopted the climbing image nudged elastic band (CI-NEB) method[38]. The spring force 

between adjacent images was set to 5.0 eV/Å. The migration energies, namely diffusion 

activation energies were obtained for the different adsorbates between the different sites of 
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the Co (111) surface. The initial and final positions of the adsorbed atoms were set at two 

HCP sites of the surface. 8 images were considered to calculate the activation energies 

between the initial and final states. 

 

 Results and discussion 

As-received Co and Ni foils were polished, cleaned, and transferred to the MBE for 

growth, using a growth procedure illustrated in Figure 3.1. The Co surfaces are dominated 

with (111) orientation, as can be seen from an x-ray diffraction pattern of as-grown samples 

(Figure 3.2). Table 3.1 summarizes the growth conditions of all h-BN samples on pristine 

 

Figure 3.1 Schematic of MBE growth steps. Five colored regions indicate five growth 

steps including temperature ramping, hydrogen annealing, substrate carburization, h-BN 

growth and cooling. 
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Co (Sample A), carburized Co substrates (Samples B1-B5, C1-C4, and D1-D7), and 

carburized Ni substrates (Samples E1-E2) that are described here. Direct growth of h-BN 

on pristine Co was reported previously, however, those h-BN films were grown at a 

relatively low temperature of 850 ºC; thus the quality of the films was good but not 

excellent, which is inferred from a breakdown electric field of only 3 MV/cm.[31] In this 

work, all samples were grown at a higher substrate temperature of 900 ºC in order to 

enhance the quality of the films. Surprisingly, with all other growth conditions the same as 

or similar to that used in Ref. 31, the attempt towards the growth of h-BN onto pristine Co 

substrate at 900 ºC led to no growth of any material on the surface (for example, Sample 

A), as verified by characterizations such as SEM, optical microscopy, Raman and XPS 

(Figure 3.3). The main reason is associated with high desorption of B on the metal surface, 

which is later confirmed by the theoretical calculation of adsorption energy. On the other 

hand, h-BN has been reliably grown onto all carburized Co substrates at 900 ºC (Samples 

B1-B5, C1-C4, D1-D7). Vacuum carburization has been widely used for synthesis of 

 

Figure 3.2 XRD pattern of 180-min h-BN sample with 240-s carburization time 

(Sample D6). Peak assignment shows the co-existence of Co hcp and fcc phases, according 

to JCPDS cards# 01-071-4239 and 01-071-4651, respectively. 
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carbon steel by exposing iron in a hydrocarbon environment.[39] Here, carburization of Co 

substrates was performed by introducing C2H2 gas with various flux rates and time at the 

growth temperature to attain different amounts of carbon incorporation in the substrates, 

as detailed in the Experimental details section.  

Figure 3.4a shows an SEM image of a typical sample (Sample B5) taken at its center 

region. Growth conditions of this sample are shown in Table 3.1. The brighter regions 

correspond to prism-shaped multilayer h-BN islands (“prisms” in short) due to the charging 

effect, and darker regions indicate the presence of an h-BN film. Thus, the h-BN film 

consists of high-density prisms atop of a continuous thin film. The edge length of a typical 

prism is around 10 µm (Figure 3.4a inset). To show the contrast between the thin h-BN 

film and Co substrate, An SEM image was also taken at the edge of the sample where the 

density of the “prisms” is much lower (Figure 3.4b). The part covered by h-BN shows 

 

Figure 3.3 Characterization of reference sample: h-BN growth on pristine Co foil 

(Sample A).  (a) SEM image in the center and edge (inset). (b) OM image of sample 

surface. (c) Raman spectrum. (d) XPS spectrum at B 1s and N 1s. 
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darker color due to the less secondary electrons generated from h-BN than from Co.[40] 

The film is further transferred onto a Si substrate covered with a 300-nm SiO2. Compared 

with the SEM image of the area on the as-grown sample, the transferred film looks 

continuous and intact. Figure 3.4c shows a typical Raman spectrum of a prism on the as-

grown sample, showing a characteristic E2g phonon mode at 1366 cm-1 with a full width at 

half maximum (FWHM) of 16 cm-1.[41] No graphite related Raman peaks are observed 

between 1250 and 3000 cm-1
, indicating no carbon-related film growth. A simple partial 

etching experiment is designed to visualize the trace of carbon in Co substrate (Section 8). 

From Raman spectra, the interface between Co and h-BN is confirmed to be free of C-
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related structure, while -C network structure is embedded in Co grain boundaries (Figure 

3.5), which can be explained by insufficient carbon concentration, high carbon solubility 

and low carbon diffusion coefficient in Co.[42] 

Figure 3.4d shows an h-BN E2g peak Raman mapping image around a prism-shaped 

island area (the inset is an optical microscopy image of the feature). The Raman signal is 

strongest in the center and becomes weaker as the mapping is away from the center, which 

is due to the prism shape morphology. The h-BN signal is essentially zero in the region off 

the prism where 2D few-layer h-BN is located. Two reasons account for this phenomenon. 

 

Figure 3.4 Characterization of an h-BN sample grown with 60-s carburization and 

for 180 minutes. (a) SEM image of the sample, showing 2D layer-plus-3D islands 

morphology. The inset is an image with higher magnification, indicating the size of a 

typical prism-shaped h-BN island. (b) SEM and optical microscope images of as-grown 

(top) and transferred (bottom) sample on the sample edge. (c) Raman spectrum measured 

at the center of a prism-shaped island. (d) Raman mapping on an as-grown prism-shaped 

island with corresponding optical micropscopy image shown in inset at the right bottom 

corner. (e) AFM image and its scan profile on the few-layer region of a transferred h-BN 

sample on SiO2/Si. (f) AFM image and its scan profile across a prism-shaped island. (g) 

AFM image and scan profile on the side wall of a prism-shaped island. The height profile 

was obtained along the white arrow direction illustrated in the image. (h) UV-Vis 

absorption spectrum of a transferred h-BN sample on sapphire. Inset is (Aε)2 versus ε 

curve. 
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First, unlike other 2D materials such as graphene and transition metal dichalcogenides 

(TMDs), the Raman signal in the h-BN is relatively weak due to the non-resonant character 

of Raman scattering in h-BN.[43] Second, a laser beam incident normal to a flat metal 

surface would form a standing wave with a node near the metal surface, namely the 

transverse electric field is zero according to the boundary conditions. As a result, there is a 

much weaker Raman scattering in the epitaxial few-layer h-BN film on the proximity of 

metal surface.[44] Graphene G peak mapping in the same area (Figure 3.6) displays 

negligible signal, which verifies that carbon atoms have not precipitated at the h-BN/Co 

interface to form any graphitic structure. The thickness of the thin film is ~1.1 nm, while 

the height of a prism is measured as ~20 nm by AFM, as shown in Figure 3.4e and 3.4f, 

respectively. Layered structure is clearly observed from the AFM scan profile across the 

side wall of a prism. The interlayer distance is measured as 0.35 nm (Figure 3.4g), which 

agrees with the theoretical interlayer distance of h-BN.[45] A strong peak at 203 nm with 

a sharp absorption edge can be observed in the absorption spectrum (Figure 3.4h), 

corresponding to a band gap of 5.93 eV for h-BN extracted from Tauc equation.[30]  
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Figure 3.5a shows an OM image of Sample B5 transferred onto SiO2/Si under an 

incomplete etching condition. The etched sample consists of two regions separated by the 

dashed line. The Co substrate in region A is completely etched as it is close to the sample 

edge where the etching speed is higher. Therefore, the contrast is solely from the h-BN 

film, which is confirmed by the Raman spectrum shown in Figure 3.5b. On the other hand, 

region B is not etched completely due to a slower etching of the part, which is farther away 

from the edge. Network-like residue can be observed. Raman spectrum acquired from this 

region is shown in Figure 3.5b as red curve. Two broad peaks located at ~1400 cm-1 and 

~1590 cm-1 can be assigned to the D, and G peak of amorphous carbon (α-C), 

respectively.[45] This can be rationalized by the precipitation of carbon atoms on Co grain 

boundaries to form α-C during substrate cooling. During the carburization process at high 

temperature, carbon atoms first dissolve into Co following the dehydrogenation of 

acetylene, and appear as interstitial atoms. During the slow cooling process (10 °C/min) 

 

Figure 3.5 H-BN sample grown with 60-s carburization and for 180 minutes (Sample 

B5) transferred onto SiO2/Si substrate under incomplete etching. (a) OM image. (b) 

Raman spectrum from region A (black) and region B (red) in (a). Inset shows a zoom-in 

spectrum around h-BN peak. (c) Schematic of h-BN sample from a cross-sectional view. 
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after growth, carbon precipitates preferably on the grain boundaries of Co. It is important 

to note that no carbon-related structure such as graphene exists at the interface between h-

BN and Co according to OM image and Raman spectra results, otherwise it would have 

been transferred onto the SiO2/Si substrate and detected. This result can be explained as 

follows: the carbon solubility in a metal is temperature-dependent, i.e., it is lower when the 

metal substrate temperature is lower. The precipitation formation of graphene on the 

surface of a metal occurs when the temperature of a carbon-saturated metal further 

decreases. The graphene layers continue to build up until the substrate temperature reaches 

a critical point at which the C atoms no longer have enough energy to form graphene. In 

the Co metal case, this temperature is on the order of 700 ºC, below which carbon atoms 

continue to precipitate to form -C only.[33,46] For the present sample, the carburization 

process is insufficient, leading to low carbon concentration in Co, which is not only much 

lower than its saturation level at 900 °C but also not enough to saturate Co at 700 ºC. In 

addition, Co has a low carbon diffusion coefficient although it has a relatively high C 

 

Figure 3.6 Raman mapping at graphene G peak of Sample B5 on the same area as in 

Figure 3.4d. 
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solubility.[42] When the cooling is slow, carbon atoms can take advantage of sufficient 

time to diffuse further into the bulk. As a result, it is more difficult for near-surface C atoms 

to exceed the solubility limit and nucleate graphene on the surface. These further diffused 

carbon atoms have ample opportunity to precipitate onto grain boundaries nearby to form 

-C as the temperature continues to cool below 700 ºC. After the etchant selectively etches 

away Co, the embedded -C network is revealed (Figure 3.5c). Under a careful engineering 

of the ratio between FeCl3 and HCl in the etchant, all metal can be etched away. 

  

 

Figure 3.7 Morphology evolution of h-BN as a function of carburization time. 

Schematic shows that carbon concentration is controlled by carburization process duration. 

(a-h) Large-area SEM images of (a, c, e, g) 1-hour h-BN samples (C1, 2, 3, 4) and (b, d, f, 

h) 3-hour h-BN samples (D4, 5, 6, 7) on Co substrate carburized for 60, 120, 180, and 240 

s, respectively. Inset in (a) shows a typical “prism” shaped adlayer. Insets in (b, d, f, h) 

show the edge area for contrast. (i) Plot of h-BN fractional coverage as a function of h-BN 

growth time with carburization time fixed at 60 s, fitted with the JMAK model in red. (j) 

Plot of fractional coverage and domain size of 1-h h-BN samples as a function of 

carburization time from 60 to 240 s. (k) Density of prism-shaped island in the 3-h h-BN 

samples as a function of carburization time. The scale bar in (a) inset is 10 m and all 

others are 200 m.  
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Figure 3.6 shows Raman mapping of graphene G peak of Sample B5 in the same area 

as shown in Figure 3.4d. Unlike h-BN, Raman signals of graphene or graphitic structure 

on metal can be easily detected. However, the present mapping shows the same intensity 

as the background in Figure 3.4d. Together with the spectrum shown in Figure 3.4c, in 

which only h-BN signal is detected, one can conclude that no graphene or graphitic 

structure exists on the surface of Co substrate.  

Figure 3.7a-h show SEM images of h-BN samples grown for 1 h (Samples C1-C4) 

and 3 h (Samples D4-D7) on Co carburized from 60 to 240 s, respectively. The cartoons 

on top of SEM images indicate relative interstitial carbon concentration in the substrates 

of these samples, respectively. As seen from Figure 3.7a and b, high-density bright prism-

shaped h-BN multi-layer features are formed on these 60-s carburized samples grown for 

1 h and 3 h, respectively. Inset SEM image in Figure 3.7a shows a typical prism-shaped 

multilayer h-BN island, which appears as a bright feature in the SEM image due to the 

charging effect. Inset SEM image of the edge area of the sample in Figure 3.7b infers that 

the 3-h growth led to continuous h-BN 2D film, in contrast to partial 2D h-BN coverage in 

 

Figure 3.6 (a) Optical microscope image of as-grown continuous h-BN sample 

(Sample D5), (b) large-area SEM image of continuous film (Sample D7). (c) AFM 

image of transfer sample at the grain boundary area. The arrows point out the grain 

boundaries. The inset shows the detail of a grain boundary. 
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the 1-h h-BN sample, as shown in Figure 3.7a. The exposed Co area appears to be brighter 

due to less secondary electrons generated from h-BN/Co than from Co.[47] Additional 

evidence for the continuous nature of a 3-h h-BN film on Co substrate is shown in Figure 

3.8. By fixing the Co carburization time at 60 s, additional samples (Samples B1-B5) with 

other h-BN growth time were grown and Figure 3.9a-e show SEM images of these samples. 

Only sparse h-BN nuclei emerge on the surface of a 15-min h-BN growth sample (Figure 

3.9a), which suggests the time to form stable nuclei (incubation time) is around 15 minutes. 

Nucleation density increases rapidly in the next 15-minute growth following the incubation 

period (Figure 3.9b). After certain surface coverage, the size of most h-BN domains 

continues to increase as incoming ad-atoms are more likely to be captured by existing h-

BN flake edges and Ostwald ripening process also plays a dominating role (Figure 3.9c, d). 

The Co surface is almost fully covered after 90 minutes of growth. Besides the lateral 

growth, prism-shaped ad-layers along the vertical direction are also formed favorably on 

the surface irregularities or defective sites. The density of these prisms increases as the 

growth time increases. After 3-hour growth, high-density 3D prism-shaped islands are 

formed on the continuous 2D layers (Figure 3.7b and Figure 3.9e). Detailed SEM, AFM, 

Raman, absorption characterizations of the sample under a 60-s carburization and a 3-hr h-

BN growth show that the 2D h-BN film has a thickness of ~1 nm and the size of some 

prisms is ~10 µm in edge length and ~20 nm in height (Figure 3.4). 

The lateral growth is further studied under the framework of Johnson-Mehl-Avrami-

Kolmogorov (JMAK) model. Figure 3.7i plots the h-BN coverage versus its growth time. 
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H-BN coverage on Co was obtained by using ImageJ software, and can be fitted by an 

exponential curve according to the JMAK model:[48,49] 

                                                 (1) 

where ABN is the h-BN fractional coverage, k is the rate constant, which depends on 

both the nucleation rate and domain growth rate. The index n is the Avrami exponent, 

which is related to the dimensionality of the system and time-dependent nucleation and 

growth rate. It can be expressed as n = qd+B, where q equals 1 for linear growth (reaction 

controlled) or 1/2 for parabolic growth (diffusion controlled), and d stands for the 

dimensionality of the growth; B is 0 for site-saturated nucleation and 1 for continuous 

nucleation with constant rate. Figure 3.9f shows the same data in Figure 3.7f but is plotted 

01 exp( ( ) )n

BNA k t t= − −

 

Figure 3.7 H-BN time dependent growth with 60-s carburization of Co (Samples 

B1-B5). (a-e) SEM images of h-BN samples grown for 15, 30, 60, 90, and 180 

minutes, respectively. Yellow circle in (a) indicates small nuclei of h-BN. The inset 

shows an enlarged image of an individual h-BN nucleus. SEM images in (c) and (e) 

are from the same samples shown in Figure 3.9a and Figure 3.9b, respectively. (f) the 

same data in Figure 3.9i plotted in terms of Avrami coordinates, ln(-ln(1-A)) vs ln(t). 
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using Avrami coordinates. A linear relationship is seen. The extracted Avrami exponent is 

n = 1.20±0.05, suggesting a 2D site-saturated nucleation.[49] It is worth noting that the 

JMAK model is based on the assumption of constant nucleation rate or a fixed number of 

nucleation sites, circular domain geometry, and constant, isotropic radial growth 

velocity.[50] Some modifications to the original JMAK model were done to apply to 

anisotropic radial growth[51,52]. Based on the fact that the present experimental data fit 

well with Eq. (1), it is reasonable to apply this model for the growth of h-BN, which does 

not grow isotropically. 

With the change of carburization time from 60 to 240 s, the morphology of h-BN films 

grown for the same growth time of 1 h is evidently different as shown in Figure 3.7 a, c, e, 

and g. H-BN flakes appear as dark features and increase in size and coverage as the 

carburization time increases. Figure 3.7j shows the average h-BN domain size and h-BN 

fractional coverage as a function of carburization time for these 1-h h-BN samples. The 

domain size increases from ~80 to ~144 m as the carburization time increases from 60 to 

180 s. For the sample with a 240-s carburization time (Figure 3.7g), h-BN domains coalesce 

 

Figure 3.8. Additional SEM images of 180-mins h-BN samples. (a-c) SEM image of 

samples (Samples D1-D3) with (a) 15-, (b) 40- and (c) 45-s carburization time, 

respectively. H-BN pinholes are circled in blue in (a). Insets show the edge area for 

contrast.  
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and almost fully cover the Co surface. This implies that lateral growth rate increases as the 

increase of the carburization time. 

As the h-BN growth time is extended to 3 h, the entire Co surface of all samples with 

different carburization time (Samples D1-D7) is covered by continuous 2D h-BN films, as 

seen from the SEM images in Figure 3.7b, d, f, h and Figure 3.10. Additional 3D h-BN 

prism-shaped islands are also formed on top of the 2D layers in some of these samples, 

which are clearly dependent on the carburization time. Figure 3.7k shows the density of h-

BN prisms as a function of carburization time. The density of h-BN prisms decreases from 
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1.9×105 cm-2 to roughly zero as the Co carburization time increases from 60 to 240 s. In 

 

Figure 3.9 Characterization of large-area h-BN 2D layers. (a-e) show results of an 

h-BN sample grown on carburized Co substrate (Sample D7) and (f-h) show results of 

of h-BN samples grown on carburized Ni substrates. (a) photograph of the h-BN sample 

transferred onto SiO2/Si substrate showing the uniform film with a size of 1cm × 1cm 

limited by substrate holder. (b) Raman spectrum measured on the transferred h-BN few-

layers on SiO2/Si. The inset displays optical microscope image of the corresponding 

sample. (c) AFM image scanning across the sample edge. (d) plane-view TEM image 

of h-BN sample transferred onto a holey carbon film coated copper grid, with SAED 

pattern shown in the top right corner inset and TEM image at the edge of the h-BN 

sample in the bottom left corner inset. (e) plot of current density as a function of voltage 

and electric field of a Co(foil)/h-BN/Co(contact) two-terminal device with the inset 

displaying a schematic of the device structure. (f) SEM image of an h-BN sample grown 

on 180-s carburized Ni substrate (Sample E1). Single-crystal h-BN flakes with a typical 

edge length up to ~600 µm are shown. (g) plane-view TEM image of one such flake of 

Sample E1 transferred onto a copper grid coated with holey carbon film with the inset 

displaying a TEM image at the edge of the flake. (h) SAED pattern at 4 different 

locations across the h-BN flake in g indicated by 1-4. (i) SEM image of an h-BN sample 

grown on 300-s carburized Ni substrate (Sample E2) with the SEM image of the edge 

area of the sample in the inset, demonstrating large-area continuous uniform 2D h-BN 

film on carburized Ni. 
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contrast, the density of prisms increases gradually for shorter carburization time from 15 

to 60 s. As discussed later, the incorporation of interstitial carbon in Co essentially enables 

the nucleation and growth of h-BN. As interstitial carbon content is low in these samples 

with the carburization time less than 60 s, the adsorption of both B and N atoms is weak, 

the nucleation mainly relies on defects and imperfection sites on the surface, which 

facilitates vertical growth of prisms. As interstitial carbon content increases in the samples 

with carburization time larger than 60 s, the abundance of B and N atoms on the surface as 

a result of the enhanced adsorption facilitates the nucleation of h-BN domains. As shown 

later, the diffusion of these atoms is also enhanced as a result of carbon interstitial effect. 

These factors are responsible for an increased lateral growth rate and domain size, thus 

prism-like island formation is further suppressed, leading to the dominant growth of 2D 

layers.  

 

Figure 3.10 (a) Current-voltage characteristics of 20 Co/h-BN/Co devices and (b) the 

corresponding statistics of breakdown voltage (VBD) and breakdown electric field (EBD)  
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Figure 3.11a shows a photograph of a homogeneous few-layer h-BN sample (Sample 

D7). Figure 3.11b shows Raman spectrum of the transferred sample showing a sharp E2g 

phonon mode at 1368 cm-1 and a FWHM of ~16 cm-1. The inset shows an optical 

microscopy image of the transferred film onto a SiO2/Si substrate, indicating large-area 

uniform film. Figure 3.11c shows an AFM image of the transferred film with a scan profile 

across a flake edge in the inset. The thickness of the h-BN film can be estimated as ~1.2 

nm despite of undulating signals in the scan profile due to residual PMMA contamination 

 

Figure 3.11 Additional information of TEM measurement of Sample E1. The same 

examined flake is circled out with white dashed line before and after transfer. (a,b) 

SEM and OM image of Sample E1 before transferring onto TEM grid, respectively. The 

OM image is obtained after baking the sample in air to create contrast using a similar 

approach described in Section 12. (c) SEM image of Sample E1 after transferring onto 

TEM grid. (d) TEM SAED mapping with plain-view TEM image. SAED patterns were 

collected from 5 arbitrary location on the flake, as circled in the plain-view TEM image. 

The diameter of blue circle represents the real size of SA aperture. The inset shows the 

edge analysis of monolayer h-BN.  
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from transferring process. Figure 3.11d shows a plane-view TEM image of the h-BN film 

transferred onto a holey carbon grid and the top right inset is its corresponding 4-spot 

SAED pattern, indicating high crystallinity. Further TEM analysis of the film edge in the 

bottom left inset shows that the film consists of three layers.  

Figure 3.11e shows current density versus voltage/electric field (J-V/E) of a Co(metal 

contact)/h-BN/Co(foil) two-terminal device with a metal contact size of 200×200 m2 

based on a 240-s carburized h-BN sample (Sample D7). The thickness of the 2D h-BN is 

considered as ~1 nm according to the observation of a 3-layer film by TEM imaging (AFM 

result gives a slightly larger thickness of ~1.2 nm due to tip effect). The J-V characteristic 

clearly exhibits a quasi-linear relationship at the low and moderate voltage regions due to 

direct tunneling[53]and a dielectric breakdown. Statistical study of J-V characteristics of 

20 devices in Figure 3.12 leads to an average breakdown electric field of 9 MV/cm. This 

number is three times as large as that of our earlier devices based on h-BN films without 

carburization,[31] and is comparable to those of exfoliated h-BN layers by high-

 

Figure 3.12 (a) Additional SEM image of the same sample (Sample E1) presented in 

Figure 3.11f at edge area. (b) TEM SAED mapping with corresponding SEM image of 

a typical dendritic h-BN flake. 
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temperature high-pressure method,[54] suggesting significantly improved quality of the h-

BN here. 

The concept of carbon interstitial assisted growth of h-BN applies to other transition 

metal substrates. To avoid redundancy, we briefly show some results on carburized Ni 

substrates. Figure 3.11f shows SEM image of a 6-h h-BN sample grown on a 180-s 

carburized Ni substrate (Sample E1). Discrete h-BN single-crystalline domains with an 

edge length of ~600 m are evident, which are among the largest h-BN flakes ever 

reported.16 The flakes grown near the edge of the substrate show even larger size of ~700 

m in edge length (Figure 3.14). The single-crystallinity is confirmed by recording SAED 

patterns at different locations across the h-BN domain, which are identical (Figs. 2g&h). 

Additional information of TEM measurements showing the h-BN domain before and after 

transferring onto a TEM grid as well as additional SAED patterns at different spots can be 

found in Figure 3.13 & 3.14. TEM imaging also reveals that the large h-BN domain is 

monolayer (Figure 3.11g).  A large-area continuous uniform 2D h-BN film (Sample E2) 

was also achieved by the same 6-h h-BN growth on a Ni substrate with an increased 

carburization time of 300 s, as shown in the SEM image and inset of Figure 3.11h. To 

further confirm continuous nature and thickness uniformity of the large-area h-BN film, 

large-area OM images together with large-area Raman mapping across a 1 cm × 1 cm area 
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of the h-BN sample transferred on to a SiO2/Si substrate are shown in Figure 3.15. Figure 

3.16a and b show B1s, and N1s XPS spectra of h-BN samples C1, C2, C3, and C4 which 

were grown for 1 hour with carburization time from 60 to 240 s, respectively. The B1s 

(N1s) peak can be fitted into two peaks at slightly different binding energy (BE), with a 

dominant peak at a lower BE of 190.1(397.6) eV as well as a small peak at a higher BE of 

190.7(398.2) eV. The difference between the lower-BE and higher-BE peaks of the 

B1s/N1s peaks is ~0.6/0.6 eV, which is consistent with the reported values of 0.6 eV for B 

and 0.5 eV for N. [55]The dominant lower-BE peak can be assigned to sp2 B-N bond for 

hexagonal phase BN, and the higher-BE peak can be assigned to local cubic-like sp3 

 

Figure 3.13 Raman mapping analysis of h-BN sample transferred onto SiO2/Si 

substrate (Sample E2) (a) & (b) Low-magnification optical microscope images of the 

sample at center and edge, respectively. (c) Raman mapping of the h-BN characteristic 

peak of a 3×3 mm2 area across the center area of the sample. (d) Higher-magnification 

optical microscope image of a typical h-BN triangle edge and (e) corresponding Raman 

mapping result. (f) Photograph of the sample with an area of 1 cm × 1 cm (g) Overlaying 

of Raman spectra taken at point 1-9 in (f) from bottom to top.  
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bonds.[55-59] As seen from Figure 3.16a and b, the intensity of the 190.7(398.2) eV pair 

is the largest in 60-s carburized sample. As the carburization time increases from 60 s to 

240 s, the intensity of the high-BE peak decreases. This result suggests the decrease of sp3 

bonds as the increase of the carburization time. Complementarily, the intensity of the lower 

BE pair (sp2 bond phase) is inversely correlated to the prism density of each sample. This 

 

Figure 3.14 XPS of 1-h h-BN samples with different carburization time. (a-c) XPS 

spectra of surface resolved (a) B1s, (b) N1s, and (c) subsurface C1s after removal of h-

BN layer and surface contamination by 60-second Ar ion sputtering of the h-BN samples 

with 60-, 120-, 180- and 240-s carburization time from bottom to top. a & b are plotted 

with normalized range. c is normalized at the background of each spectrum. 
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implies that the sp3 bonds possibly exist in the prisms, seeding the vertical growth of 

multilayer prism-shaped islands, in particular in the low-carburized samples. The increase 

of interstitial carbon suppresses the formation of sp3 type of bonds and promotes the lateral 

growth of h-BN layers in higher-carburized samples. The stoichiometry of these as-grown 

films were calculated to have a B:N ratio between 1.05:1 and 1:1.06, which are essentially 

~1:1 within the experimental error of the XPS sensitivity factors and peak fitting.  

Figure 3.16c shows XPS C1s spectra of samples C1, C2, C3, and C4 after 60-s Ar ion 

sputtering. This sputtering was used to completely remove h-BN layers and surface carbon 

contamination. Discussion on the depth-resolved XPS of the 240-s carburized sample is 

 

Figure 3.15 XPS depth profiling of h-BN sample with 240-s carburization. (a-e) 

B1s (a), N1s (b), C1s (c), Co 2p3/2 (d), O1s (e) peaks with 0- 10- 30- 60-s sputtering 

under 3-keV Ar ion from top to bottom, respectively. 
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detailed as an example in Figure 3.17. To evaluate the near-surface carbon information 

using XPS experiment, the key is to remove the adventitious carbon as well as h-BN layers 

on the surface. From Figs. 17a&b it is evident that after 10-s sputtering, majority of both 

B 1s and N 1s peaks are removed, while only a small peak of N 1s remains due to the high 

relative sensitivity factor of N 1s. After 60-s sputtering, no h-BN related signals can be 

detected on the surface. The surface C 1s spectrum shows typical peaks of adventitious 

carbon with the main peak at 284.9 eV (Figure 3.17c). All major peaks are removed after 

10-s sputtering. A new peak emerges at 283.3 eV as the main peak, which can be assigned 

to interstitial carbon or carbide. The peaks at 284.5 eV and 285.7 eV are assigned to C-C 

bond as in α-C, and CO absorbed on surface, respectively. Co 2p3/2 signals show a dominate 

peak at 778.1 eV, which is used for binding energy calibration (Figure 3.17d). The surface 

O 1s intensity reduces significantly after 10-s sputtering due to the fact that surface organic 

compound and water are removed. Then the near surface O 1s can be fitted by two peaks 

at 531.3 eV as the C-O peak in CO and 530.7 eV as CoO peak (Figure 3.17e).  

 As seen from Figure 3.16c, a major peak at 283.3 eV is close to the assignment for 

interstitial carbon or carbide,[60-62] which indicates the presence of interstitial carbon 

atoms in the Co substrates. Compared with the XPS spectra of a reference pristine Co 

substrate and a pristine Co annealed at a temperature of 900 °C in H2 environment for 1 h 

(Figure 3.18), the increase of interstitial carbon atoms as a result of increased carburization 

is evident. However, it is noted that these results are collected at room temperature, under 

which Co has very low solubility of carbon, and the excessive carbon atoms over the 

solubility level would precipitate as α-C in between Co grains (Figure 3.5). As a matter of 
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fact, the solubility for carbon at the growth temperature is much higher, ~1.5 at.% at 900 

ºC,[63] especially at subsurface[64-66], which will impact the growth mostly. Thus, with 

different C2H2 flux rate and treatment time, the interstitial carbon concentration can vary 

between 0 and 1.5 at% in different samples at the growth temperature, leading to different 

morphology of the synthesized films. The peak at 284.5 eV can be assigned to C-C 

bond,[45] which is possibly originated from α-C structure embedded in Co grain 

boundaries (Figure 3.5). B-C[67], N-C[68] bonds are not detected in B 1s, N 1s and C 1s 

spectra, which confirms the formation of h-BN without C incorporation or contamination.  

 

Figure 3.16 XPS spectra of C1s of several h-BN samples, a pristine Co substrate, 

and a Co substrate annealed in H2 for 1 h. The h-BN samples were grown for 1 hr on 

carburized Co with 60-, 120-, 180- and 240-s carburization time from bottom to top. All 

surfaces were treated by 60-s Ar ion sputtering to remove surface layers and any 

contaminants prior to the measurements.  
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To understand the effect of Co and carburized Co on the growth of h-BN at the 

molecular level, ab-initio DFT simulations were performed. The surface energy of the 

substrate  is defined as[69-71] 

                                                            (2) 

where is the total energy of the substrate calculated from first principles, is the 

chemical potential of species i in the slab structure, is the number of particles of the i-

th element in the slab, and A is the area of the slab. The DFT calculations show that the Co 

(111) surface has a surface energy of 2037.87 mJ/m2, compared to that of Cu (111), which 

is 1231.08 mJ/m2. Cu (111) is used as a reference since h-BN can be grown on it.[2,10,11] 

The higher surface energy of Co (111) suggests better wettability of Co (111) as substrate. 

The adsorption energy of B and N atoms on the Co substrate is calculated from the 

difference in total energies, 

/ /ads B N surface B N on surfaceE E E E= + −                                                (3) 

where is the total energy of the adsorbed system, in which a boron or 

nitrogen atom is adsorbed on the Co (111) surface. is the chemical potential of the 

adsorbed B or N atom and  is the energy of the Co (111) surface. A larger adsorption 

energy indicates stronger adsorption of an atom onto a surface and a positive adsorption 

energy corresponds to stable adsorption. Figure 3.19 summarizes the DFT calculated 

adsorption energies of B and N atoms on Co (111) with and without embedded interstitial 
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carbon and on Cu (111) substrates. Top-view and side-view schematic of the atomic 

positions is shown in Figure 3.19a-d. Positions to hold either B or N atoms include those 

directly above the hexagonally aligned Co (or Cu) atoms, and the six voids within the Co 

(or Cu) hexagon, three of them designated as Face Centered Cubic (FCC) sites and the 

other three designated as Hexagonal Closely Packed (HCP) sites. On the Cu (111) surface, 

the adsorption energy of B and N are small and negative for all sites. Negative adsorption 

energies for B and N on the Cu (111) surface suggest that h- BN should not be formed on 

Cu (111) unless the growth is triggered through other mechanism. The experimental 

demonstration of the growth of h-BN on Cu (111) was explained by the presence of 

preferential nucleation sites, for examples, atomic steps and defects, including extended 

defects such as grain boundaries and point defects.[69-71] On the Co (111) surface, as seen 

from Figure 3.19e, the adsorption energies of B and N on the three sites are significantly 

higher compared to Cu (111) surface. In addition, the adsorption energies of N on both the 

HCP and FCC sites of the Co surface are positive, suggesting enhanced adsorption of N 

atoms onto these sites of the substrate. The above comparison between Co and Cu 

substrates indicates that h-BN would be more likely to grow on Co under certain conditions 

such as at a relatively low growth temperature assuming both substrates are free of surface 

irregularities as preferential nucleation sites.   
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As the growth temperature is raised to a certain point such as 900 ºC in this case, the 

desorption rates of both B and N atoms on Co (111) surface become higher, leading to zero 

growth as shown earlier. The central theme of this work is to enable the growth of h-BN at 

these conditions by enhancing the adsorption and diffusion of B and N atoms on Co (111) 

using carbon interstitials in the substrate. In the XPS studies in Figure 3.16, we have shown 

the existence of interstitial carbon in Co. It was also reported that the octahedral sites in Co 

(111) are the most stable sites for interstitial carbon.[72] Thus, with the assumption of an 

interstitial carbon at the octahedral site in a supercell of Co (111), which is 0.6 Å below 

the surface, adsorption energies of different sites for B and N were calculated using the 

 

Figure 3.17 DFT calculation results of adsorption energies of B and N on Co (111) 

with and without embedded interstitial carbon. (a-d), Top-view and side-view 

schematic of (a) B/N atoms on FCC sites, (b) B/N atoms on HCP sites, (c) B/N atoms 

on top of substrate atoms, and (d) interstitial carbon on an octahedral site of the 

substrate. (e) A summary of adsorption energies of B and N on a reference Cu (111) 

substrate and on Co (111) substrates with and without embedded interstitial carbon. 
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same DFT calculation method summarized in the Experimental details section. As seen 

from Figure 3.19e, except for the top site where both B and N are pushed away and hence 

can be considered unstable, the adsorption energies of B and N are further increased for 

HCP and FCC sites compared to no interstitial carbon. In particular, both B and N atoms 

prefer to adsorb at the HCP sites with the highest adsorption energy of -0.08, and 1.06 

eV/atom, respectively.  

From the above experiment and simulation results, we can rationalize the growth 

control from the perspective of adsorption energy. According to the framework of 

Robinson and Robins model regarding nucleation[49, 73], when nucleation is limited by 

the desorption of surface adatoms, the saturation nucleation density sN  can be expressed 

as:  

 0 exp( )
2

a
s s

E
N N

kT
 −                                                       (2) 
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where 
a diff ads attE E E E= − − is the nucleation activation energy, and it is related to the 

adsorption energy adsE , diffusion activation energy 
diffE  and energy barrier of attachment 

for the capture of a surface adatom by a supercritical nucleus attE . 0sN  is a pre-exceptional 

term, which is related to the impinging rate of B/N atoms onto the surface and the density 

of nucleation sites. As seen from Eq. (2), at a given temperature and source flux, the 

increase of adsorption energy ( adsE ) and attachment energy ( attE ), and reduction of 

diffusion activation energy ( diffE ) can promote the nucleation of h-BN.  As seen from 

Figure 3.19, adsE for B and N are 0.609 eV and 0.562 eV higher when interstitial carbon is 

present, which in turn have enhanced the nucleation of h-BN through Eq. (2).  

To elaborate the carbon interstitial effect on diffusion activation energy (
diffE ), 

simulation using the climbing image nudged elastic band (CI-NEB) method was carried 

out [38]. As seen from Figure 3.20,
diffE  is reduced by 0.079 eV and 0.207 eV for B and 

N atoms, respectively, after the interstitial carbon is present in the substrate, leading to the 

 

Figure 3.18 Reaction path from an NEB calculation showing the diffusion 

activation energy from one HCP site to another (a) Top view and (b) side view of a 

Co (111) surface. Minimum energy path for (c) a boron and (d) a nitrogen atom 

diffusing from one HCP site to the neighboring HCP site of Co (111) surface without 

(blue curve) or with (black curve) interstitial carbon atom. 
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increase of nucleation of h-BN as well according to Eq. (2). The carbon interstitial effect 

on the attachment energy ( attE ) remains elusive. Hypothetically, the change of attE  may 

not be as significant as the other energy terms since it is largely correlated to the formation 

energy of B-N bond, which is assumed to be constant.  

 On pristine Co substrates, low and negative adsorption energy of B atoms on Co 

surface means a low B atomic sticking coefficient, leading to a low h-BN growth 

probability and reliability. Higher desorption of both B and N atoms on the Co surface at 

higher substrate temperatures further reduce the possibility of the growth. The existence of 

interstitial carbon atoms in Co assists the adsorption and diffusion of B and N atoms on the 

Co surface, and thus enhances the nucleation of h-BN. As interstitial carbon concentration 

in Co is low, the h-BN nucleation relies mostly on imperfections such as defects, grain 

boundaries, and local valleys/protrusions on the surface. This condition results in the 

formation of both 2D h-BN and 3D prism-shaped islands, as discussed in the XPS analysis. 

The competition between 2D and 3D growth modes is clearly demonstrated from the effect 

of the carburization level on the density of prism-shaped islands (Figure 3.7k). On the other 

hand, as interstitial carbon concentration is high, h-BN nucleation happens uniformly 

across the surface as a result of abundant B and N atoms on the surface. In addition, an 

increased mobility of B and N atoms suppresses the vertical growth of 3D islands and 

promotes the 2D growth of uniform few-layer h-BN films through the preferential 

nucleation at the edges of growing flakes and Ostwald ripening processes. There is also 

negligible possibility that the h-BN would have been formed through precipitation growth 

mode under the current experimental condition. 
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 Conclusion 

In conclusion, a new dimension of control in the growth of h-BN by modifying the 

transition metal substrates via carburization has been achieved. A systematic SEM study 

of MBE grown h-BN on carburized Co foils is presented to reveal the h-BN nucleation and 

domain growth, and evolution of morphology as a function of carbon interstitial 

concentration in Co. The interstitial carbon atoms in Co triggers and enhances the growth 

of h-BN at the given condition. Further increase of the carbon concentration promotes 

lateral growth of h-BN few-layers and eliminates the prism-shape island formation. The 

lateral h-BN growth is fitted with JMAK model. Characterizations were carried out on a 

few-layer h-BN sample grown on a 240-s C2H2 treated Co substrate, revealing that a tri-

layer h-BN film with good uniformity in thickness and a breakdown electric field of 9 

MV/cm is formed. Single-crystalline h-BN flakes of ~600 µm, and large-area uniform h-

BN monolayer were achieved on carburized Ni substrates. The growth mechanism is 

further studied by DFT calculations. The adsorption and diffusion of both B and N atoms 

are enhanced by the existence of interstitial carbon atoms in the substrate, resulting in a 

reliable and controllable growth of 2D h-BN in contrast to no growth on pristine Co. The 

concept proposed and demonstrated here, namely interstitial-assisted growth of h-BN 2D 

films not only paves the way of reliable synthesis of high-quality, large-area, uniform 2D 

h-BN for various applications but also can be applied to advance the synthesis of other 2D 

crystal materials. 
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 Growth Dynamics of Millimeter-sized Single-crystal Hexagonal Boron 

Nitride Monolayers on Secondary Recrystallized Ni (100) Substrates  

 Introduction 

Within the two dimensional (2D) material family, hexagonal boron nitride (h-BN) 

plays a critical role as the 2D dielectric and wide band gap semiconductor [1-4]. In recent 

years, there have been many reports on large-area single-crystal graphene and transition 

metal dichalcogenides (TMDs) well over a few millimeter to centimeter [5, 6] as well as a 

variety of industrially scalable approaches [7, 8]. In comparison, the development of the 

2D h-BN is relatively immature. The domain size is mostly less than 100 micrometers. 

Reports on h-BN domains with a size close to one millimeter are rare [9, 10]. Although 

wafer-scale single crystals have been reported through the coalescence of identically 

aligned h-BN domains [11], on twin-free single-crystal Rh (111) thin films [12], and on 

low-symmetry Cu (110) vicinal surface [13], it is noted that discrete h-BN domains or 

flakes over one millimeter have not been reported, and the understanding of the growth 

dynamics remains elusive. Controllable synthesis of large-size single-crystal h-BN is 

highly desirable but challenging. A great deal of h-BN synthesis is carried out on various 

transition metal substrates, such as Cu [1, 2, 14], Co [15, 16], Ni [17, 18], Fe [19-21], 

thanks to their catalytic activities favorable for the nucleation and growth of high-quality 

h-BN. Nevertheless, rational engineering of catalytic effects of a given transition metal 

substrate by alloying or incorporating dissimilar species has been rarely studied for the h-

BN growth in order to enhance the control of layer number, nucleation density, and domain 

size; the only available efforts to date are Si-doping or N-doping of Fe substrates [19, 21], 

oxygen passivation of Cu substrates [22] and carbon incorporation of Co/Ni substrates [10].  
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While majority of the h-BN synthesis effort have been performed using chemical 

vapor deposition (CVD), molecular beam epitaxy (MBE) is versatile in terms of its ability 

to precisely control solid, gas, and plasma sources and tune the growth parameters. MBE 

has already been used to grow 2D h-BN and h-BN/graphene heterostructures [10, 23-29]. 

In this work, we report the synthesis of millimeter-size single-crystal h-BN domains 

through an interstitial carbon assisted approach in an MBE system. While the interstitial 

carbon assisted growth of h-BN has been proposed in our recent effort [10], leading to a 

large single-crystal h-BN flake of 600-700 µm, it is essential to achieve even larger single-

crystal h-BN flakes with edge lengths on the order of millimeters or even continuous wafer-

scale single-crystal 2D films. In addition, the growth thermal dynamics and kinetics in 

terms of temperature-dependent growth and substrate surface engineering have not been 

comprehensively studied; numerical simulations are necessary to further elucidate the 

effect of the carbon incorporation on the tuning of the catalytic activities of transition metal 

substrates for complete controlled growth of large 2D h-BN single crystals. Here, we 

designed Ni substrates with carburization process through pretreatment of secondary 

recrystallized Ni with acetylene prior to the actual growth of h-BN. The growth dynamics 

were studied by tuning different growth parameters including substrate temperature, and B 

and N source ratio. From the perspective of activation energy through density functional 

theory (DFT) calculations, we rationalized the role of interstitial carbon incorporation in 

enhancing the catalytic activities of the transition metals. Through the control of the growth 

parameters, a single-crystal h-BN monolayer domain with a size as large as 1.4 mm in edge 
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length was achieved. Furthermore, a high-quality continuous single-layer h-BN with an 

extremely high breakdown electric field of 9.75 MV/cm was demonstrated.  

 

 Experimental details 

Substrate preparation Ni foils with a thickness of 0.1 mm and a purity of 99.995% 

from Alfa Aesar were polished on a SBT 920 Lapping and Polishing workstation and cut 

into 1 cm × 1 cm pieces as substrates. These pieces were degreased and deoxidized with 

acetone, IPA and diluted hydrochloric acid (10%), rinsed in deionized (DI) water, blown 

dry and finally loaded into an MBE chamber. 

Hydrogen annealing and carburization A re-designed Perkin-Elmer MBE system 

with a background pressure of ~10-9 Torr was used for the sample growth. The substrate 

was heated to 950 ºC and annealed at this temperature under a 10-sccm flow of hydrogen 

gas for 60 minutes to enhance the recrystallization of Ni. Then, the substrate temperature 

was adjusted to the growth temperature. 0.5-sccm C2H2 gas was introduced into chamber 

with a pressure of 5×10-5 Torr to enrich Ni with carbon prior to h-BN growth. H-BN growth 

step started after the carburization process. 

H-BN growth A Knudsen effusion cell filled with B2O3 powder (Alfa Aesar, 99.999% 

purity) was used as boron (B) source. Nitrogen plasma (Airgas, 99.9999% purity) 

generated by an electron cyclotron resonance (ECR) system and high-purity ammonia 

(American Gas Group, 99.9995% purity) were used as nitrogen (N) sources. The h-BN 

growth was conducted by simultaneous introduction of B and N sources onto the Ni 
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substrate at 890-950 ºC. B cell temperature was maintained at constant temperature 

throughout the growth. NH3 gas was controlled at a constant flow rate by a Mass Flow 

Controller (MFC) and introduced to the chamber through a shut-off valve. Nitrogen plasma 

as an alternative N source is generated from an ECR plasma source with a power of 228 

W. The growth pressure was on the order of 10-4 Torr. After the growth, the samples were 

cooled to room temperature at a rate of 10 ºC/min.  

Transferring of h-BN samples The Ni substrates were etched by FeCl3/HCl solution 

after spin-coating PMMA (495 A4) on as-grown samples. The PMMA/h-BN stack was 

then transferred into 10% HCl, 5% HCl and DI water successively to rinse out the residual 

etchant. The floating h-BN film was taken out by a desired substrate and left to dry for at 

least 12 hours. After that, a few drops of PMMA were deposited again on the transferred 

film and soaked for another two hours. The additional PMMA is used to soften the previous 

PMMA layer and enhance the attachment of h-BN on the substrate. PMMA was removed 

by dipping the sample into acetone bath. Finally, the sample was annealed at 400 °C inside 

a CVD furnace for 3 hours in Ar/O2 flow of 300 sccm to remove any remaining organic 

residue. 

Characterizations SEM images were acquired using an FEI NNS450 system in 

secondary electron (SE) imaging mode with a beam voltage of 10 kV. Raman 

characterizations were performed using a HORIBA LabRam system equipped with a 60-

mW, 532-nm green laser. XPS characterization was conducted using a Kratos AXIS 

ULTRA XPS system equipped with an Al Kα monochromatic X-ray source and a 165-mm 

mean radius electron energy hemispherical analyzer. The fitting of XPS data was 
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performed using CasaXPS software. As-measured XPS data was first calibrated by using 

Ni 2p3/2 peak at 852.6 eV (Lorentzian Asymmetric line shape). B 1s, N 1s peaks were 

convoluted with Gaussian/Lorentzian line shape after background-corrected by Shirley 

type background. AFM images were obtained using a Veeco D5000 AFM system. TEM 

images and selected area electron diffraction (SAED) patterns were acquired using a FEI 

Tecnai12 system. TEM sample was prepared by picking a transferred h-BN film using a 

200-mesh Cu grid covered with holey carbon film with orthogonal array of 1.2-µm 

diameter holes.  

Device fabrication and electrical measurement Ni(contact)/h-BN/Ni(foil) two-

terminal devices were fabricated by a standard photolithography and lift-off process. A Ni 

layer of 100 nm was patterned as top square contacts with an edge length of 50 µm on the 

surface of as-grown h-BN film. Reactive ion etching (RIE) was performed with a 50-sccm 

SF6 plasma, under a power of 50 W, and for 15 seconds to etch the h-BN film between 

devices, which ensured isolation of different devices on the same substrate. Current-voltage 

(I-V) characteristics were obtained by an Agilent 4155C semiconductor parameter analyzer 

equipped with probing tips having a diameter of about 5 µm (Signatone, SE-TL). 

DFT calculations First-principles density functional theory (DFT) calculations used 

the projector augmented wave method and the Perdew-Burke-Ernzerhof (PBE) type 

generalized gradient approximation [50, 51] as implemented in the software package 

VASP [52]. Spin polarization was included self-consistently in all calculations. For the unit 

cell calculations, a Monkhorst-Pack scheme was adopted to integrate over the Brillouin 

zone with a k-mesh of 9×9×1. A plane-wave basis cutoff of 550 eV was used. All structures 
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were optimized until the largest force on the atoms was less than 0.01 eV/Å. We have 

modeled the adsorption energies of B and N atoms on the (100) surface of Ni. A single B 

or N atom was placed on specific sites of the surface of a supercell consisting of four atomic 

layers of Ni atoms. The supercell size in the XY-plane for (100) surface is 4×4. The 

integration over the Brillouin zone for the surfaces was done with a converged k-mesh of 

3×3×1. These sites include the top, 2-fold bridge and 4-fold hollow site of Ni (100), on 

which the adsorption of B or N atoms would enable an epitaxial relationship between h-

BN and the substrates. A vacuum gap of 15 Å was introduced to avoid interactions between 

the periodically repeated surfaces. To simulate the diffusion activation energies, we 

adopted the climbing image nudged elastic band (CI-NEB) method [53]. The spring force 

between adjacent images was set to 5.0 eV/Å. The migration energies, namely diffusion 

activation energies were obtained for the different adsorbates between the different sites of 

the (100) surface of Ni. The initial and final positions of the adsorbed atoms were set at 

two hollow sites of Ni (100). Eight images were considered to calculate the activation 

energies between the initial and final states. For calculation of adsorption and diffusion 

energies for B and N on carbon-incorporated Ni, one interstitial carbon occupying the 

octahedral site in a supercell of Ni (100), which is 1.58 Å below the surface, was assumed.  
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 Results and discussion 

We adopt a simple MBE growth procedure as illustrated in Figure 4.1a, in which Ni 

substrate undergoes three growth steps including hydrogen annealing, substrate 

carburization and h-BN growth. The hydrogen annealing temperature is controlled at 

950 °C , which is slightly higher than the growth temperature (890-950 °C), in order to 

enhance the recrystallization of Ni. Figure 4.1b-h summarize morphology results of Ni 

substrates after 1-hour hydrogen annealing at 950 °C. The grains in as-received Ni foils 

have been deformed by cold rolling, and, as a result, additional dislocations are formed, 

and the grain boundary surface area is increased. Upon annealing, recrystallization and 

grain growth occur in order to reduce the internal energy.  In general, there are two different 

types of grain growth, which are Normal Grain Growth (NGG) and Abnormal Grain 

 

Figure 4.1 Characterization of Ni substrate after annealing.  (a) Schematic of a 

typical growth procedure. (b) Statistics of 100 AGG and NGG samples with annealing 

temperature at 950 °C and growth temperature from 890 - 950 °C.  (c, d) SEM images, 

(e, f) EBSD mapping, and (g, h) XRD spectra of post-annealed AGG and NGG Ni 

substrates, respectively. Inset in c shows an SEM image at the edge of the sample where 

boundary between AGG and NGG can be clearly seen. The white arrows indicate the 

migration directions of the abnormal grain. 
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Growth (AGG) [30]. NGG usually stops when the average grain size is comparable with 

the substrate thickness, and the grain size is uniformly distributed. AGG is also known as 

secondary recrystallization, in which only a small population of the grains which are 

favored will grow in consumption of another population which is not favored, due to the 

surface and interface energy anisotropy, resulting in the formation of considerably large 

grains [30]. Figure 4.1c shows an scanning electron microscope (SEM) image of a typical 

Ni substrate with AGG grains (denoted as AGG Ni) after 1-h hydrogen annealing at 950 °C . 

The majority of the substrate consists of only a few grains with a size of a few millimeters. 

The inset image was taken at the edge of the sample where the boundary between AGG 

grains and NGG grains is identified. The AGG growth direction is indicated by the white 

arrows. In contrast, typical NGG Ni with the same annealing condition has small grains 

with an average size of ~100 µm, which is comparable to the foil thickness. Electron 

backscatter diffraction (EBSD) mapping reveals that the dominant texture is (100) for both 

AGG and NGG Ni (Figure 4.1e&f), which is also confirmed by X-ray diffraction (XRD) 

as seen in Figure 4.1g&h, respectively. This is because (100) grains have lower strain 

energy density compared to grains with other surface planes in the elastic region [31]. The 
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narrow peak in XRD in Figure 4.1g reveals good single crystallinity for the AGG substrate 

compared to the wide peak in Figure 4.1h for NGG Ni. Even though majority of the 

substrates used in this work have gone through AGG, a small portion of them show only 

NGG. Statistics of 100 samples grown at 890 – 950 °C after 1-h annealing at 950 °C shows 

that AGG occurance is 76%, while NGG occurs in the remaining 24%. We attribute this to 

the variation in strain and stress level during the cold working process in the as-received 

Ni foils. In general, secondary recrystallization is a cheap and easy way to produce single-

crystal metal. Different methods such as cyclic heat treatment, and impurity incorporation 

have been reported to enhance the AGG [32, 33]. The engineering of post processing 

procedure in order to produce AGG is beyond the scope of this work. Here, we focus on 

the study of h-BN growth on AGG Ni (100) substrates.  

Table 4.1 Summary of growth conditions of the typical samples 

 

 

Step Parameters Sample I Sample II Sample III Sample IV 

Hydrogen 

Annealing 

Substrate Ni (AGG) Ni (AGG) Ni (NGG) Ni (AGG) 

Substrate temperature [oC] 950 950 950 950 

Hydrogen gas flow [sccm] 10 10  10  10  

Duration [mins] 60 60 60 60 

Carburization Acetylene gas flow [sccm] 0.5 0.5  0.5  0.5 

Duration [s] 300 300 300 300 

 Substrate temperature [oC] 910 910 910 910 

H-BN Growth Substrate temperature [oC] 910 910 910 910 

Boron cell temperature [oC] 1150 1120 1120 1130 

Ammonia gas flow [sccm] 5  10  10 10 

Nitrogen gas flow [sccm] 10  0 0 0 

Nitrogen ECR current [mA] 60  - - - 

Duration [hours] 8 8 8 8 
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The next crucial step for enabling the formation and growth of h-BN including large 

single-crystal flakes and high-quality continuous films is the incorporation of carbon in 

these Ni (100) substrates. Table 4.1 summarizes four typical h-BN samples (Samples I-IV), 

and all these samples underwent a carburization process by introducing a 0.5-sccm 

acetylene flux for 300 s at 910 °C. Figure 4.2a shows an SEM image of a reference sample 

grown with the same growth condition as Sample II except that there was no substrate 

carburization step. As seen from the image, the sample shows typical AGG Ni grains and 

texture without any h-BN on the substrate. Figure 4.2b shows the statistical summary of 

58 samples regarding the effect of substrate carburization on the h-BN growth on AGG Ni 

(100) at different temperature. Without carburization, the growth of h-BN was not 

successful, as indicated by the red markers at zero carburization time in the figure. With 

 

Figure 4.2 (a) SEM image of a reference sample grown with the same growth 

condition as Sample II except the substrate carburization step. (b) Summary of 58 

samples grown at different carburization time and substrate temperature. Green 

marks label successful h-BN growth, and red marks label unsuccessful h-BN 

growth. The h-BN growth duration for green-marked samples is between 3 and 8 

hours, while the growth of red-marked samples lasted more than 6 hours. The blue 

dashed lines are guide of eyes to identify the h-BN growth window. The circles 

indicate where the reference sample in (a) and Samples I-IV described in Table 4.1 

are located. 
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carburization, there is a temperature window for successful h-BN growth as indicated by 

blue dashed lines in the figure. In addition, the growth temperature window opens up wider 

as the carburization time increases. As the growth temperature is lower than ~875 °C, only 

some sparse white features, which are not h-BN, were deposited on the substrates, as shown 

in Figure 4.3. This region lies in kinetically controlled region due to low-temperature effect 

[34, 35] and is labeled as reaction-limited region. As the growth temperature is higher than 

~960-980 °C indicated by the right blue dashed line in the figure, no h-BN could be grown 

due to high desorption of B and N atoms. It should be noted that the amount of carbon 

dissolved in the Ni substrates during the carburization process here is low, thus they will 

not precipitate to be incorporated into h-BN film or form graphene during the sample 

cooling period. Detailed experimental proof can be found elsewhere [10, 29]. The rationale 

of the carburization effect on the growth of h-BN can be further clarified as we continue to 

discuss the experiment and simulation details. 

Figure 4.4 gives an overview of h-BN growth under typical conditions (Samples I-IV).  

Sample I was grown using a mixture of nitrogen plasma and ammonia (NH3) as the nitrogen 

source (refered as mixed nitrogen source). Sample I serves as the baseline sample as similar 

 

Figure 4.3 SEM images of samples with 10-sccm N2 plasma and 5-sccm NH3 on 

300-s carburized AGG Ni substrates grown for 3 hours at (a) 850 °C, and (b) 

875 °C. 
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growth condition was reported in the previous work [10]. Nitrogen plasma can provide N 

radicals. On the other hand, NH3 can be efficiently decomposed to absorbed N atoms on 

hot Ni surface, for example,  at a temperature of 430 K, a decomposition efficiency of 23% 

was attained [36]. While the mixture of nitrogen plasma and ammonia gas can potentially 

provide more N sources, the chemistry of the formation of h-BN can be more complicated 

compared with sole nitrogen sources. Here, pure NH3 gas was adopted as the N source in 

the growth of Sample II-IV. Figure 4.4a-c show SEM and dark-field optical microscope 

(DF-OM) images of Sample I. Complementary to SEM imaging, DF-OM imaging is also 

a non-destructive method to effectively visualize 2D material on metal [37].  DF-OM 

imaging relying on scattered light can pick up the uneveness on a surface easily. As seen 

from Figure 4.4a-c, h-BN flakes over 0.5 mm were achieved. Figure 4.4d-f show SEM and 

DF-OM images of Sample II. H-BN flakes with a size over 1 mm were achieved with lower 

nucleation density compared to Sample I. Sample III was grown under the same condition 

with Sample II. However, Ni substrate in Sample II underwent AGG, thus it can be treated 

as single-crystal substrate, while only NGG was observed in Sample III. In comparison to 

Sample II, both flake size and uniformity were compromised (Figure 4.4g-i). H-BN 

adlayers (white features) can be occasionally observed across the sample. As discussed 

above, even though both AGG and NGG Ni substrates are uniform in texture with (100) as 

the dominant texture, more grain boundaries on NGG substrate act as additional 

preferential nucleation sites for h-BN. Increased roughness also hinders the surface 

diffusion of adatoms which limits the domain size. Growth condition was further controlled 

by increasing B source flux. As the B cell temperature increases to 1130 °C, continuous h-
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BN film (Sample IV) was achieved on AGG Ni as seen in Figure 4.4j-l. Figure 4.4j shows 

an SEM image of the center of the sample where continuous h-BN film is observed. Figure 

4.4k and 4.4l show an SEM image and a DF-OM image of the edge area of the sample, 

respectively. By comparing the SEM and DF-OM imaging at the same area, a flake with a 

size close to 2 mm can be indentified using the contrast in DF-OM (Figure 4.4l). The grain 

boundary is revealed under DF-OM because the thermal induced corrugation depends on 

the alignment between h-BN and the metal substrate [38].  
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X-ray photoemission spectroscopy (XPS) was performed on as-grown Sample II to 

further confirm the existence and stoichiometry of h-BN. The binding energies of B 1s and 

N 1s are shown to be at 190.0 eV and 397.5 eV, respectively (Figure 4.5a), with a 

stoichiometry ratio of unity. The sample was further transferred onto a variety of substrates 

for further characterizations. Figure 4.5b shows a UV-vis absorption spectrum performed 

 

Figure 4.4 Overview of mm-sized single-crystal h-BN flakes and continuous h-BN 

monolayer. (a-i) Large-area SEM, small-area SEM, DF-OM images of single-crystal h-

BN flakes grown with (a-c) a mixture of 10-sccm N2 plasma and 5-sccm NH3 on AGG 

Ni (Sample I), (d-f)  10-sccm NH3 on AGG Ni (Sample II), and (g-i) 10-sccm NH3 on 

NGG Ni (Sample III). (j) SEM image of the center area, and (k-l) SEM and DF-OM 

images of the edge area, respectively, of a continuous h-BN monolayer sample grown 

on AGG Ni with 10-sccm NH3 and B2O3 effusion cell temperature at 1130 °C (Sample 

IV). Detailed growth conditions of these samples are summarized in the Experimental 

details section. 
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after the sample was transferred onto a sapphire substrate. A strong peak at 203 nm with a 

sharp absorption edge can be observed, corresponding to a band gap of 6.02 eV for h-BN 

extracted from the Tauc equation for a direct bandgap (inset in Figure 4.5b) [39].  Figure 

4.5c shows an OM image of the h-BN flakes transferred onto a SiO2/Si substrate. Raman 

 

Figure 4.5 Characterization of typical single h-BN flake (Sample II). (a) XPS B 1s 

and N 1s spectra. (b) UV-Vis absorption spectrum of a transferred h-BN sample on 

sapphire. Inset is (Aε)1/2 versus ε curve. (c) Optical microscope image of h-BN flakes 

transferred onto SiO2 substrate. (d) Raman spectrum of h-BN film transferred onto 

SiO2/Si substrate. The spectrum was background corrected by subtracting the 

background signal from SiO2/Si substrate.  (e) Raman mapping of an h-BN flake near 

the edge. The arrow indicates the grain boundaries where a typical overlapping grain 

boundary can be found. Higher intensity of Raman signal is due to larger thickness.  

(f) AFM image of h-BN flake transferred onto SiO2/Si substrate. The inset shows the 

scan profile across the white arrow. The thickness is measured as ~0.5 nm. (g) SEM 

image of one such flake of Sample II transferred onto a copper grid coated with holey 

carbon film with the inset displaying a TEM image at the edge of the flake. (h). SAED 

patterns at 6 different locations across the h-BN flake in (g) indicated by 1-6.  
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spectroscopy was further performed on the transferred sample. An E2g phonon mode at 

1371 cm-1 can be found in the Raman spectrum with a full width at half maximum (FWHM) 

of 17.8 cm-1, corresponding to monolayer h-BN [40] (Figure 4.5d). Large-area Raman 

mapping at the edge of a domain is presented in Figure 4.5e. The uniform contrast indicates 

good quality. It is worth noting that multilayer regions of finite width (~5 µm) are often 

found at the grain boundaries. Similar phenomenon was reported and discussed elsewhere 

[10]. Figure 4.5f shows an AFM image of the transferred h-BN. A step height at the flake 

edge was measured as 0.5 nm, which is consistent with the monolayer h-BN thickness on 

SiO2 [40]. An AFM scan was also performed on the as-grown sample and the result is 

shown in Figure 4.6. The root mean square (RMS) roughness of the film is 3.67 nm while 

the RMS roughness of the AGG Ni substrate is ~1.04 nm. The increased roughness is due 

to further reconstruction of the Ni surface during the growth of the h-BN film, which 

conforms onto the area [38].   

Transmission electron microscopy (TEM) analysis was conducted to confirm the single-

crystal nature of the mm-sized h-BN domains. Figure 4.5g shows an SEM image of a mm-

sized h-BN flake in Sample II which was transferred onto a mesh-200 Cu grid covered by 

 

Figure 4.6 AFM image of as-grown h-BN sample. The areas enclosed by the dashed 

lines are used to estimate the RMS roughness. 
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holey carbon film. The h-BN flake outlined by blue dashed lines can be clearly seen, 

despite the residue introduced during the transfer process. SEM and OM images of the 

same flake on the as-grown sample area are also shown in the upper left and upper right 

insets, respectively. It is worth noting that the OM image was taken after oxidization in air 

in order to enhance the contrast. Selective area electron diffraction (SAED) patterns at six 

different spots were collected across the flakes as marked by the blue circles and labeled 

with numbers 1-6. The corresponding SAED patterns are shown in Figure 4.5h. The 

identical six-fold symmetric diffraction spots confirm the single-crystallinity of the mm-

sized domain and high quality. The monolayer layer nature is further confirmed by the 

TEM edge analysis (bottom left inset in Figure 4.5g). 
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Growth temperature plays an important role in the growth dynamics. Figure 4.7a-e 

shows SEM images of samples grown from 890 °C to 950 °C. All other growth conditions 

are the same including AGG Ni (100) substrate, 0.5 sccm acetlyne carburization for 5 min, 

amonnia source of 10 sccm, and boron cell at 1120 °C. Figure 4.7f shows a plot of the 

coverage, domain density and maximum domain size as a function of the growth 

temperature. SEM images of typical h-BN domains obtained under different growth 

temperature are shown in Figure 4.7g. As seen from the SEM images, the domain shape 

changes from a concave triangle with dendritic edge to slightly convex triangle with 

 

Figure 4.7 Substrate temperature control of large-size single-crystal h-BN flakes. (a-e) 

SEM images of h-BN samples grown at 890 °C, 910 °C, 930 °C, 940 °C and 950 °C, 

respectively. (f) Plot of coverage, domain density and maximum domain size as a 

function of temperature. (g) Zoom in SEM images showing typical h-BN flakes grown 

with different substrate temperature at 890 °C, 910 °C, 940 °C and 950 °C, respectively.  
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straight edge as the substrate temperature increases. Similar results were achieved for the 

h-BN growth with mixed nitrogen source as seen in Figure 4.8. In general, the growth of 

2D material can be described by three sequential steps, i.e., source atoms adsorption, 

adatoms hopping and diffusion across adsorption sites on substrate surface, and adatoms 

bonding and attachment to active sites of an existing domain edge. Each step has an 

associated energy barrier to overcome. Besides, the adatoms desorption and edge atoms 

detachment also happen at the same time. Adatom diffusion and attachment/detachment 

can directly affect the growth of a domain edge, and, therefore, can be typical limiting 

factors. In a diffusion-limited growth scenario, where the diffusion of adatoms is relatively 

slow with a high diffusion barrier, or the attachment is relatively effective, the 2D domain 

usually shows a concave shape with dendritic edges due to the variation in local 

concentration gradient of adatoms [41]. When the attachment energy barrier is increased 

and/or the diffusion barrier is decreased, the growth is then shifted to 

attachment/detachment limited growth. The domain shape often exhibits an equilibrium 

shape with straight edges according to the Wulf construction. The present temperature 

dependent domain shape evolution results indicate the gradual transition from diffusion-

limited growth mode to attachment/detachment-limited growth mode.  
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As seen from Figure 4.7f, the maximum domain size evolves with the growth 

temperature and the largest domain was achieved around 930 °C to be 1.4 mm (indicated 

in Figure 4.7c), which happens at the transition region between diffusion- and 

attachment/detachment- limited regions. This can be explained by the highest atomic 

efficiency. Further increase of the temperature leads to  increased detachment/dissociation 

of the edge atoms, which limits the increase of the domain size. High desorption rate of 

B/N atoms also limits the supply of feedstock for edge attachment and limits the growth 

rate. The domain density remains in a low and similar level, and almost independent of 

temperature within a span of 60 °C (Figure 4.7f).   

 

Figure 4.8 SEM image of 3-hour h-BN samples with 10-sccm N2 plasma and 5-sccm 

NH3 on 300-s carburized AGG Ni substrates at (a) 900 °C, (b) 910 °C, (c) 936 °C, (d) 

947 °C, and (e) 976 °C, respectively. The insets are zoom-in images of individual flakes. 

(f) Plot of h-BN coverage as a function of growth temperature.  
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Precursor type and flux also have direct influence on the growth dynamics. Different N 

sources including pure N2 plasma, pure NH3 and their mixture contribute differently to the 

morphology of h-BN samples. Some results are shown in Figure 4.4, Figure 4.7 and Figure 

4.8, and a comprehensive study of this aspect is reported elsewhere [42]. Likewise, the B 

flux is critical to the coverage of h-BN as well due to high desorption rate of B [11,43]. 

Therefore, changing B2O3 cell temperature will change the B flux, and, in turn, change the 

coverage and morphology of h-BN. As seen from Figure 4.4, the morphology changes from 

discrete h-BN flakes (Sample II) to continuous uniform h-BN monolayer film (Sample IV) 

after the B2O3 cell temperature increases from 1120 °C to 1130 °C. As the B2O3 cell 

temperature keeps increasing from 1130 °C to 1170 °C, besides the formation of 

continuous uniform h-BN monolayers, adlayers start to form and increase in density 

(Figure 4.9). It has been reported that the hydrogen terminated graphene edge can facilitate 

the intercalation growth of graphene multilayers due to the weak edge-substrate coupling 

[44]. Because of the same intercalation mechanism, these adlayers are local h-BN 

 

Figure 4.9 (a-c) SEM images of continuous h-BN films grown with B2O3 cell 

temperature at 1130, 1150, and 1170 °C, respectively. Other growth parameters are 

910 °C substrate temperature, and 10-sccm NH3 flow rate. 
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multilayers rather than boron clusters or other forms of boron nitrides. Details about the 

formation and nature of these adlayers are reported elsewhere [42].  

In order to study the quality of the as-grown continuous uniform h-BN monolayer, 

Ni(metal contact)/h-BN/Ni(foil) two-terminal devices with a metal contact size of 50×50 

m2 based on Sample IV were fabricated. Figure 4.10 shows I-V characteristics of 25 

devices, and the bottom right inset shows the distribution of corresponding breakdown 

voltages (VBD). As seen from Figure 4.10, the devices operate under direct tunneling 

process at lower voltages and undergo typical soft breakdown as the bias increases to a 

certain voltage; the peak VBD is determined to be 0.65 V from a Gaussian fit. Assuming the 

 

Figure 4.10 Electrical property of h-BN monolayer (Sample IV). Current-voltage 

characteristics of 25 Ni/h-BN/Ni capacitor devices. The upper and lower insets show 

the schematic of the device and the corresponding statistics of breakdown voltage (VBD) 

and breakdown electric field (EBD), respectively. 
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interaction between the top/bottom Ni contacts with the middle single-layer h-BN is 

through Van der Waals forces, the Van der Waals distance between the top and bottom Ni 

contacts is ~0.667 nm. Thus, the estimated average breakdown electric field is  9.75 

MV/cm, which is slightly higher than the previous reported value of a 3-layer h-BN film 

on Co and is comparable with that of exfoliated h-BN [45], suggesting high quality of the 

single-layer h-BN film.  

To reveal the epitaxial relationship between h-BN flakes and Ni (100) substrate, SEM 

imaging and EBSD analysis were combined to characterize the samples. Figure 4.11 a&b 

show SEM images of typical flakes at different locations of an h-BN sample. As seen from 

these images, most h-BN domains have one edge aligned along either [011] or [01̅1] 

directions. This is similar to the observation that h-BN flakes have two equivalent 

alignments on Cu (100) surface, being along two diagonal directions [011] and [01̅1], due 

 

Figure 4.11 (a, b) SEM images of an h-BN sample grown on AGG Ni with 10-sccm N2 

plasma and 5-sccm NH3, B cell temperature of 1150 °C, and substrate temperature of 

910 °C for 3 h at two different location (marked as 1 and 2). Typical h-BN flake consists 

of one straight edge and two curved edges. Straight edges are used to identify the 

orientation, as indicated with orange or blue lines. The angle between blue and orange 

edges is ~90°. According to the SEM-EBSD, the [011] and [𝟎�̅�𝟏] of Ni substrate are 

labeled with orange and blue arrows, respectively. (c) Schematics representation of h-BN 

flake orientation on Ni (100) surface. The green and yellow arrows indicate the fast and 

slow diffusion directions, respectively.  
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to the fourfold symmetry of Cu (100) [46]. In addition, the domains usually consist of one 

straight edge and two concave edges. This is reminiscent of the 4-lobed graphene flakes 

grown on Cu (100) [47]. We believe the anisotropic diffusion is also responsible for this 

phenomenon, as the concave edge is typical for diffusion-limited growth. Figure 4.11c 

shows a schematic of the formation of the asymmetric h-BN domains. The fast and slow 

diffusion directions are indicated by green and yellow arrows, respectively. With the given 

alignment configuration of Ni (100) substrate, the h-BN domains have one edge aligned 

with the [011] family direction. This straight edge is also perpendicular to a fast diffusion 

direction. On the other hand, the other two edges as two growth fronts are facing the slow 

diffusion direction. As a result, these edges are more prone to the depletion of local adatoms 

supply and fall into diffusion-limited region.  

Finally we briefly discuss the results from the thermal dynamics point of view. As a 

matter of fact, the focal point of enabling the growth of large-area single-crystal h-BN here 

is the incorporation of carbon interstitials into secondary recrystalized Ni (100). Our earlier 

effort of the growth of h-BN on carburized Co (111) substrates has already indicated the 

enhanced adsorption and diffusion of B and N atoms on Co (111) [11]. Since both Ni and 

Co are transition metals, this suggests that carbon incorporation into these substrates 

changes the catalytic effect of these metals. From the perspective of crystal growth, 

stronger catalytic effect is equivalent to smaller nucleation activation energy. The 

nucleation activation energy Ea is expressed as [48, 49]: 

Ea=Eads+Ediff +Eatt    (1), 
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namely, it is related to the adsorption energy Eads, diffusion activation energy Ediff, and 

nucleation barrier or energy barrier of attachment for the capture of a surface adatom by a 

supercritical nucleus Eatt. As seen from Eq. (1), at a given temperature and source flux, the 

increase of adsorption,  diffusion, and attachment, namely smaller adsorption energy (Eads), 

diffusion energy (Ediff), and attachment energy (Eatt) can promote the nucleation of h-BN. 

Since the attachment energy is an energy barrier for a B or N atom to overcome to attach 

covalently to an existing nuclei on the substrate, the attachment energies will be the same 

for a given transition metal with or without interstitials if the change of the lattice 

parameters of a metal substrate is assumed to be negligible after the incorporation of small 

and moderate amount of interstitials. Therefore, an understanding of the change of 

adsorption energy and diffusion energy before and after the incorporation of carbon 

interstitial can help understand the h-BN nucleation and growth on Ni here.   

The adsorption energies of B and N atoms on Ni is calculated using the following 

expression, 

Eads = EB/N on surface – EB/N – Esurface            (2), 
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where EB/N on surface is the total energy of a B or N atom on the surface of a supercell. EB/N is 

the chemical potential of the adsorbed B or N atom, and Esurface is the total energy of the 

isolated supercell. Detailed methodology of the DFT simulation of adsorption energy is in 

Experimental details section. Figure 4.12a shows a summary of adsorption energies of B 

and N atoms onto top, hollow and bridge sites of Ni (100) with and without embedded 

carbon interstitials. As seen from Figure 4.12a, the adsorption energies of B and N atoms 

 

Figure 4.12 Theoretical calculation of adsorption and diffusion energies of B and N 

atoms on Ni (100). (a) A summary of adsorption energies of B and N on Ni (100) with 

and without an embedded interstitial carbon. (b-g) Reaction path from an NEB 

calculation showing the diffusion activation energy from one adsorption site to another. 

(b) Top view of a Ni (100) surface with a B or N atom adsorbed on it. Two diffusion 

paths are indicated with white arrows. Minimum energy path along path 1 and path 2  

for (c) a B and (d) an N atom diffusing from one hollow site to the neighboring hollow 

site of Ni (100) surface without (black curve) or with (red curve) interstitial carbon 

atom.  
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decrease on Ni (100) after the incorporation of carbon interstitials. As a result, the 

activation energy reduces for carburized Ni (100).  

To study the carbon interstitial effect on diffusion activation energy (Ediff) of B and N 

atoms, simulations using the climbing image nudged elastic band (CI-NEB) method were 

carried out. For Ni (100) substrate (Figure 4.12b), Figure 4.12c-d show the diffusion 

energies for both B and N atoms along two directions from one hollow site to another, 

denoted as path 1 and path 2 in Figure 4.12b. The diffusion barriers for both B and N along 

path 2 are larger than that along path 1 with or without carbon in the substrate, which 

confirms the hypothesis of the fast and slow diffusion directions to be path 1 and path 2, 

respectively. After the incorporation of carbon, the diffusion energies for B and N along 

path 2 are further increased while that along path 1 are almost unchanged and decreased, 

respectively. This suggests that although the nucleation may still take the slow diffusion 

path 2, it dominantly takes the fast diffusion path (path 1). Overall, the unchanged B and 

reduced N diffusion energies along path 1 and reduced B and N adsorption energies 

contribute to the reduction of nucleation activation energy, in turn, the nucleation and 

growth of h-BN become more efficient, leading to larger single-crystal h-BN flakes and 

eventually continuous high-quality monolayer films on carburized Ni (100). Finally, it 

should be noted that the calculated values of absorption and diffusion energies may not be 

absolute to represent real thermodynamic situation precisely due to relative simplification 

in the above simulations, such as using small supercell, considering individual atoms rather 

than group of atoms and their interactions, etc. However, the change of these values can 
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reasonably explain different nucleation and growth of h-BN on Ni (100) with and without 

carburization.  

 

 Conclusion 

In conclusion, we demonstrated controllable synthesis of millimeter-size single-crystal 

h-BN domains through an interstitial carbon assisted approach.  Interstitial C atoms in Ni 

(100) substrates promote B and N adsorption and push the growth into fast diffusion 

regions, which essentially reduces nucleation activation energy. With proper preparation 

of high-quality substrates, which yields large Ni (100) grains, Single-crystal h-BN 

monolayer domains over 1 mm were routinely obtained and a large single-crystal h-BN 

domain of 1.4 mm was achieved.  Continuous large-area single-layer h-BN film with a 

high breakdown electric field of 9.75 MV/cm was also demonstrated. The growth dynamics 

were studied by tuning different growth parameters including substrate temperature, and B 

and N source fluxes. The epitaxial relationship between h-BN and substrate was studied 

with the assistance of EBSD mapping. The in-depth experimental analysis combined with 

the support of DFT simulations paves the way towards full understanding of the growth 

mechanism of 2D h-BN on transition metal substrates. The experimental demonstration of 

millimeter-sized large single-crystal h-BN domains and continuous large-area single-layer 

h-BN films represents a further step towards practical applications of these 2D materials. 
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 Large-area Adlayer-free Single-layer h-BN Film Achieved by 

Controlling Intercalation Growth 

 Introduction 

Since the isolation of single-layer graphene in 2004 [1], 2D materials have been 

intensively investigated, resulting in many novel devices that have unparalleled 

performances [2-6]. Many of these applications require precise control of film thickness. 

For example, single layer film may act as perfect encapsulation or insulation for other 2D 

materials, while multilayer film is used as excellent tunneling barrier or robust field-effect 

dielectric for tunneling devices and transistors, respectively. Further accurate control of the 

number of atomic layers in vertical heterostructures also potentially maximizes the 

performance of the devices based on these structures. However, while progress has been 

made in the scalable growth on several catalyst metal substrates [7-13], the precise control 

of its thickness has remained a great challenge. Non-uniform adlayers in h-BN growth are 

frequently observed, which compromise the uniformity and flatness of films. Thus, 

understanding of the formation of adlayers can provide insight into the growth of uniform 

2D layers. Specifically, single-layer film can be achieved if adlayer growth is eliminated. 

In contrast, large multilayer film can be achieved if each layer of the adlayer seeds can 

grow uniformly in the lateral direction.   

 To date, the growth mechanism of adlayers remains elusive. One proposed mechanism 

suggests that sequential layers grow on top of existing layers with an assistance of defective 

nucleation sites [14], while others suggest that sequential layers grow underneath through 

intercalation[15] or precipitation [16]. Similar debate exists in graphene growth for a long 
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time. Some propose that sequential graphene layers grown on top originate from multilayer 

seed [17]. For example, Kidambi et al. reported on-top growth mechanisms by using 

hydrogen etching [15]. On the other hand, Li et al. demonstrated that the second layer 

grows underneath the first layer on Cu foil by carbon isotope labeling [18]. Also in 

graphene/h-BN heterostructure growth, intercalation growth of graphene under h-BN cover 

on Ni substrate was directly observed by in situ LEEM [19]. On the other hand, direct 

growth of graphene on exfoliated h-BN was also achieved under an extremely high growth 

temperature of 1850 °C [20]. Thus, whether sequential layers grow on top or from bottom 

depends on the growth conditions and techniques used.  

2D h-BN layers are synthesized using various methods such as atomic layer deposition 

(ALD) [21-23], chemical vapor deposition (CVD) [10, 26, 24-28], and molecular beam 

epitaxy (MBE) [29-36]. Each one has its own merits. For example, the ALD technique can 

produce h-BN films with relatively high quality at low growth temperature. Low-

temperature process is important for some device applications. CVD process usually 

requires high temperature to decompose gaseous sources, but it is relatively simple, thus 

perhaps it is the most popular method. As an alternative, MBE is versatile for the synthesis 

of 2D h-BN due to its great controllability of growth parameters and in situ atomic-layer 

monitoring technique such as reflection high-energy electron diffraction (RHEED). In our 

recent paper regarding the MBE growth of 2D h-BN films on carburized Co and Ni 

substrates, we demonstrated that subsurface carbon interstitials enhance the absorption and 

diffusion of B and N atoms on the surface for promoting the h-BN growth [37]. Here, we 

focus on a study of the growth of h-BN adlayers. We used two different nitrogen sources, 
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namely nitrogen plasma and ammonia to study the influence of hydrogen atoms; used 

polycrystalline Co, polycrystalline Ni, and single crystalline Ni substrates to study the 

influence of substrate crystallographic defects; and used different substrate carburization 

time to study the interstitial carbon effect. The samples were characterized by X-ray 

photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS), atomic force microscopy (AFM), Raman spectroscopy, 

scanning electron microscopy (SEM), and transmission electron microscopy (TEM). By 

optimizing these growth parameters, we achieved the growth of a large-area adlayer-free 

single-layer h-BN film, and thus this study provides a strategy towards uniform h-BN 2D 

film growth. 

 

 Experimental details 

A Perkin-Elmer MBE system with a background pressure of ~10
-9

 Torr was used for 

the sample growth. Boron was supplied by a Knudsen effusion cell filled with B2O3 powder 

(Alfa Aesar, 99.999% purity), which is heated up to around 1150 °C. Nitrogen plasma was 

produced by introducing nitrogen gas (Airgas, 99.9999% purity) through an electron 

cyclotron resonance (ECR) nitrogen plasma generator. ECR current was set at 60 mA with 

a power of 228 W.  Ammonia (American Gas Group, 99.9995% purity) was introduced 

independently through another channel. Gas flow rate of each nitrogen source is limited up 

to 10 sccm by a mass flow controller (MFC), and total gas flow rate is limited up to 15 

sccm by the turbo pump ability. Before growth, Co and Ni substrates with a size of 1 cm × 

1 cm, a thickness of 0.1 mm, and a purity of 99.995% were mechanically polished, then 
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cleaned with acetone, IPA and diluted hydrochloric acid (10%), and deionized (DI) water. 

All samples were grown at a substrate temperature of 900 °C. Without specific notification, 

the growth on Ni lasts 6 h, and on Co lasts 3 h. 

SEM images were acquired using a FEI NNS450 system in secondary electron (SE) 

imaging mode with a beam voltage of 10 kV. Raman characterizations were performed 

using a HORIBA LabRam system equipped with a 60-mW, 532-nm green laser. AFM 

images were obtained using a Veeco D5000 AFM system. TEM images and selected area 

electron diffraction (SAED) patterns were acquired using a FEI Tecnai12 system. TEM 

sample was prepared by picking a transferred h-BN film using a 200-mesh Cu grid covered 

with holey carbon film with orthogonal array of 1.2-µm diameter holes. XPS 

characterization was conducted using a Kratos AXIS ULTRA XPS system equipped with 

an Al Kα monochromatic X-ray source and a 165-mm mean radius electron energy 

hemispherical analyzer. The fitting of XPS data was performed using CasaXPS software. 
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 Results and discussion 

We performed experiments based on three major growth factors, namely hydrogen, 

substrate type, and substrate carburization level. Figure 5.1(i) and (ii) show two rows of 

SEM images of as grown films using different “N2 plasma + ammonia” mixture, 

 

Figure 5.1 SEM images for morphology evolution of h-BN at different growth 

condition. (i) and (ii) are samples grown with different “N2 plasma + ammonia” mixture 

on Co and Ni, respectively. Insets are SEM images taken near the edge. The numbers 

on SEM images stand for gas flow rate (sccm). (iii) are samples grown with different 

carburization time on Co. Insets are close-up of adlayers. The scale bar for insets in (h), 

(i), and (j) are 50 µm, 25 µm, and 10 µm, respectively. C2H2 gas flow rate used for 

carburization is also 0.5 sccm, and the nitrogen mixture is 10+5. (iv) are samples grown 

with different boron source temperature on Ni with 10 sccm ammonia. (v) are samples 

grown with different gas flow rate of ammonia with boron cell kept 1150 °C. For 

samples in (i), (ii), (iii), and (iv), the substrates were carburized with 0.5-sccm C2H2 for 

1 min before growth. All samples were grown with substrate temperature kept at 900 °C. 

Growth time on Co is 3 h, while growth time on Ni is 6 h. All the scale bars are 200 µm.  
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respectively. The numbers on the SEM images stand for the gas flow rates (sccm) of N2 

plasma and ammonia, respectively. While the samples in Figure 5.1(i) were grown on 

polycrystalline Co, those in Figure 5.1(ii) were grown on polycrystalline Ni. Thin h-BN 

film appears to be darker than bare metal surface due to the attenuation effect, while thick 

h-BN adlayers appear to be bright due to charging effect [38]. Before growth, the substrates 

were annealed at 900 °C in hydrogen environment for 20 min to remove native oxide layers, 

then carburized with 0.5-sccm C2H2 for 1 min to promote the adsorption and diffusion of 

B and N atoms [37]. Immediately after these substrate treatments, the growth for all h-BN 

samples took place by introducing B sources from a B2O3 effusion cell at 1150 °C and N 

mixture sources at a substrate temperature of 900 °C. Samples grown on Ni last 6 h, and 

on Co last 3 h. After the growth, the substrate was cooled to room temperature at a rate of 

about 10 degree/min. Other growth details are described in the Methods. Clear h-BN 

morphology transformation was demonstrated in the images from left to right on both Ni 

and Co substrates, as more adlayers appear with the increased amount of ammonia. 

However, there are fewer adlayers on Ni than on Co under the same growth conditions, 

therefore the h-BN morphology transformation on Ni is less drastic. Figure 5.1(iii) shows 

SEM images of films grown on Co with different carburization time. For this batch of 

samples, the nitrogen source of “10+5” mixture was used. As shown in Figure 5.1(iii), 

while continuous 2D h-BN films have been formed in all samples, introducing more carbon 

into Co results in fewer adlayers. Similar change of the adlayer density with the level of 
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carburization is also observed for the samples grown using shorter growth duration of 1h 

(Figure 5.2). With the same carburization, nitrogen and boron source flux rates also have 

influence on the growth of adlayers. Figure 5.1(iv) shows SEM images of samples grown 

with different B2O3 effusion cell temperature and the same 10-sccm ammonia. Figure 5.1(v) 

shows SEM images of samples grown with different ammonia flux and the same B2O3 

effusion cell temperature of 1150 °C. All these samples were grown at 900 °C for 6 h with 

1-min carburization of Ni. As can be seen, increasing the source flux rate of either boron 

or nitrogen results in larger coverage at the same growth duration, which indicates larger 

growth speed. Meanwhile, adlayers appear in all samples, and their density increases with 

the increase of source flux rate. 

Before discussing how these three factors influence the morphology of adlayers, we 

briefly discuss how the adlayers may have been formed in our case, namely, whether the 

adlayers are formed by growing sequential layers from top of or underneath existing layers. 

In general, growth without metal surface catalysis requires extreme growth conditions, 

such as high partial pressure (e.g. ambient pressure) [39], high temperature [20, 40, 41], or 

special technique [42] to overcome the activation barrier, and the resulted films often have 

low coverage and uniformity [43]. On the other hand, direct growth on transition metal 

 

Figure 5.2 SEM images of h-BN grown with different carburization time of: (a) 1 min; 

(b) 2 min; (c) 3 min; (d) 4 min; growth time of these four sample is 1 h. All scale bars 

are 200 µm.  
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surface can be achieved at much lower temperature with higher coverage due to a reduced 

activation barrier by catalytic effect. Since the growth temperature we used is very low 

(900 °C), it is unlikely to trigger the growth of h-BN on top of the non-catalyzing surface. 

Till now, two growth mechanisms were reported for the growth-from-below scenario, 

namely, precipitation (or segregation) and intercalation. Precipitation growth refers to the 

segregation of source atoms from catalyst substrate, which  requires a large solubility of 

precursor [44-47] and a tendency to form metastable carbide (for graphene growth) [48, 

49]. On the other hand, intercalation growth is caused by the diffusion of source atoms into 

the film/substrate interface, which is reported to be related to edge atom state [50, 51] and 

interface binding [19]. Although B solubilities in Ni (∼0.3 at. % at 1085 °C [52]) and Co 

(∼0.3 at. % at 1110 °C [53]) are considerably large, N solubilities in these metals are 

 

Figure 5.3 Configuration of adlayers with (i) and without (ii) a nucleation site in the 

center. (a/b) SEM images of adlayers on as grown sample; (c/d) Optical microscope 

images of adlayers after transferred onto SiO2/Si substrate; (e/f) AFM images of 

adlayers after transferred onto SiO2/Si substrate; (g/h) Height profile taken along white 

dashed lines in e/f, respectively. 
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reported to be extremely low (in Ni, ∼0.004 at. % at 1550 °C [54]; in Co, ∼0.017 at. % at 

1600 °C [55]). Thus, those adlayers should be most probably formed by intercalation, 

instead of precipitation.  

Since adlayers are formed from below, the growth of adlayers can be influenced 

mainly by two processes: one is the nucleation process; the other is the intercalation process. 

The growth of adlayers requires both a nucleation site to start the growth and a path for 

source supply in the interface. We first discuss how the nucleation process influences the 

adlayer growth. The detailed structures of adlayers are shown in Figure 5.3. Two kinds of 

adlayers are observed. Figure 5.3(i) shows the configuration of “prism-adlayers” with a 

preferential nucleation site in the center, and Figure 5.3(ii) shows the configuration of 

“ribbon-adlayers” with preferential nucleation sites along the edges. The SEM images 

shown in Figure 5.3 a/b are taken on as grown samples, with brighter area corresponding 

to thicker area. Figure 5.3 c/d show optical microscope images of the transferred adlayers 

on SiO2/Si, indicating clear thickness distribution. On “prism-adlayers”, a defective 

nucleation site is always found in the center, as resolved by the AFM image in Figure 5.3e. 

The line profile in Figure 5.3g, which was taken across the adlayer further shows the 

protrusion in the center and h-BN steps around it. The narrow peaks are caused by wrinkles 

on h-BN. On the other hand, no discernable nucleation site is observed on “ribbon-

adlayers”, as shown in the AFM image of Figure 5.3f. The line profile in Figure 5.3h shows 

the decreased thickness towards the center of the flake (right hand side).  
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The “prism-adlayers” may originate from crystallographic defects and impurities on 

substrate surface, where the high surface energy is beneficial to h-BN nucleation process 

[14]. Multilayer seeds might form at the beginning of the growth, however, the upper layers 

with outer edges receive more resources than inner layers, which results in different lateral 

growth speeds, leading to the formation of prism-like structures. The inner layer will stop 

growth once it is too far away from the outmost edges, or the outmost edges merge with 

other flakes, which stops the intercalation process. On the other hand, the “ribbon-adlayers” 

are likely formed during the h-BN flake expansion. The specific reason of this kind of 

adlayer growth is not clear, nevertheless, it may be related to the changes of atom 

arrangement on substrate surface. As h-BN edges reach those regions with different atom 

 

Figure 5.5 SEM images of h-BN adlayers. (a) h-BN grown on Ni with polycrystalline 

region (upper right) and single crystalline region (lower left); (b) close-up of adlayer 

grown around dents on substrate surface; (c) close-up of adlayer grown along substrate 

grain boundary; (d) close-up of adlayer grown along h-BN line defects; (e) close-up of 

adlayer grown near h-BN flake edges; (e) close-up of h-BN adlayer grown around 

impurity. 

 

Figure 5.4 Statistical results of adlayers on Co and Ni substrate. (a/c) Counting of 

adlayers on Co substrate; (b/d) Counting of adlayers on Ni substrate. All scale bars are 

200 µm and the areas for all four samples are 2 mm × 4/3 mm. 
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arrangement during growth, mismatch is formed due to the loss of epitaxial relationship 

between h-BN film and substrate. The mismatch results in weaker binding areas where 

more intercalation happens [19]. B and N sources intercalate and accumulate in the 

confined interface, and subsequently nucleate to form atom rings and clusters, which later 

grow into extra layers. Similar nucleation process was reported in graphene growth [56].  

As seen from Figure 5.1, even though these two kinds of adlayers coexist on every 

sample with adlayers, “prism-adlayers” are dominant on Co substrate, while “ribbon-

adlayers” dominate on Ni surface. These adlayers can be clearly identified by using ImageJ 

software, and their statistical results are summarized and shown in Figure 5.4. Co and Ni 

are quite similar in terms of their catalytic effect [57] and B/N solubilities. However, their 

surface morphology is quite different after heat treatment (Figure 5.6). More 

crystallographic defects (twin boundaries, terraces, large steps, etc.) form on Co surface 

 

Figure 5.6 Characterization of polycrystalline Co and Ni substrates. (a/b) Optical 

microscope images, (c/d) AFM images, and (e/f) XRD results of Co and Ni substrates, 

respectively; The substrates were polished and annealed in hydrogen environment at 

900 °C for 3 h.   
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than on Ni surface, which may be related to the special phase transformation of Co between 

HCP and FCC phases [58]. The Co surface also has worse facet uniformity, as it consists 

of various lattice planes. Besides FCC (111), (200), (220), there are also HCP planes. On 

the other hand, Ni surface is dominated by FCC (100) plane. This observation further 

confirms that “prism-adlayers” are related to crystallographic defects and impurities. 

Meanwhile, more adlayers are formed on polycrystalline Co substrate than on 

polycrystalline Ni substrate at the same growth condition, which may be due to the 

formation of more multilayer seeds on Co.  

Figure 5.5 shows SEM images of a sample, which was grown using the same growth 

conditions as the sample shown in Figure 5.1k or 5.1o, further revealing different adlayer 

growth scenarios. As shown in Figure 5.5a, more adlayers appear on polycrystalline region 

(upper right) than on single crystalline region (lower left), which illustrates the strong 

influence of crystallographic defects in adlayer growth. Figure 5.5 b/c are adlayers grown 

around dents and grooves (grain boundaries) on substrate surface. Except for the adlayers 

directly caused by crystallographic defects, some adlayers are formed due to the 

intercalation near edges, such as line defects (Figure 5.5d) and edges of flakes (Figure 5.5e). 

The existence of small amount of adlayers on single crystalline region is mainly caused by 

impurities, as shown in Figure 5.5f.  

Next, we discuss how hydrogen and interstitial carbon influence the intercalation process. 

During the growth, N precursor is provided from two sources, namely, N2 plasma and 

ammonia. While N2 plasma is atomic source, ammonia can be regarded as molecular source. 
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The N2 plasma generated by ECR plasma generator consists of N2, N2*, N2+, N+, N, and 

e-, among which only N+ (neutralizes once reaching the grounded substrate surface) and 

N can bond with B atom and contribute to h-BN growth. On the other hand, ammonia 

undergo stepwise dehydrogenation on hot metal surface, which results in NH2, NH radicals, 

and N and H atoms [59]. By using different mixture of N2 plasma and ammonia, we 

observed the h-BN morphology transformation from smooth sub-monolayer to non-

uniform multilayer growth. As shown in (i) and (ii), when pure N2 plasma was used as N 

source (Figure 5.1 a/d), as grown h-BN film is uniform without any adlayers. However, 

dendritic gaps (1 µm to 8 µm wide) are formed between adjacent h-BN flakes all over the 

surface, which do not merge even after the growth time reaches 4.5 h for the samples grown 

on Co (Figure 5.7). Dendritic edge has been widely reported in graphene growth, which is 

believed to originate from the competition between adatom diffusion along island edges 

and adatom surface diffusion [60]. When surface diffusion is much faster, edge atoms 

cannot relax efficiently to find energetically more favorable locations along island edges 

before additional adatoms migrate by surface diffusion to join them, resulting in dendritic 

edges. However, our time dependent growth shows that isolated flakes are in well-defined 

triangle shape with straight edges (Figure 5.7a), which indicates fast edge atom diffusion 

rate. Only when those edges of adjacent flakes approach closer, twig-like gaps are formed. 

The resistance to merge may be related to the bombardment effect of N2 plasma. According 

to ECR plasma studies, N2+ and N+ ions have kinetic energy ranging from 6 eV to 30 eV 

due to the so-called Sheath potential, which is resulted from ambipolar diffusion of ions 

and electrons [61]. Ions with this kinetic energy have been used for poly-Si etching, and 
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are able to damage GaN epilayer [62]. The bombardment effect of N2 ECR plasma on h-

BN was directly proved by comparing the h-BN films grown on both front and back sides 

of a substrate followed by the plasma exposure as detailed in Figure 5.8 a-f. 

When 2-sccm ammonia was introduced in addition to 10-sccm N2 plasma, the gaps 

begin to sew up (Figure 5.1 b, e). Since the growth pressure (2×10-4 Torr) did not change 

much, the alleviation of the plasma’s bombardment effect due to mean free path change 

can be ignored. Instead, the “sewing effect” may be caused by hydrogen. Hydrogen atoms 

are known to have strong influence in graphene growth. For example, the graphene crystal 

patterns can be tailored by adjusting CH4/H2 ratio [60]; the formation of single and bilayer 

graphene is closely related to the presence of hydrogen [51];  super large single-crystalline 

graphene domain can be achieved by removing hydrogen atoms on growing edges [63]. 

Similar to graphene growth, hydrogen atom can also terminate h-BN edge [64, 65]. The 

 

 

Figure 5.7 SEM images of as grown h-BN on Co substrates.  (a/b/c) samples grown 

with 10-sccm N2 plasma for 1.5 h, 3 h, and 4.5 h, respectively; (d/e/f) samples grown 

with 10-sccm ammonia for 1.5 h, 3 h, and 4.5 h, respectively. Black features are thin h-

BN film, and white features are thick h-BN adlayers. All the scale bars are 200 µm. 

Insets are zoom in images. 
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presence of hydrogen on h-BN edges can be inferred from the irregular shape of h-BN 

domains formed when using pure ammonia as N precursor (Figure 5.7d). Hydrogen 

termination results in lower edge atom diffusion rate, thus edge atoms cannot relax 

sufficiently to find energetically more favorable locations along island edges before 

additional B/N atoms migrate by surface diffusion to join them. In the absence of such 

relaxation, irregular edges are formed [66, 67]. The presence of hydrogen atoms on 

growing edges could have alleviated the plasma’s bombardment effect, so as to make the 

edges easier to merge. On the other hand, the presence of hydrogen on growing edges may 

also be responsible for the lower lateral growth rate when using ammonia, as shown in the 

time-dependent growth results in Figure 5.7. For the same growth time, using ammonia 

results in lower coverage than using N2 plasma. Additional activation energies are needed 

to release hydrogen species from hydrogen terminated edge atoms and/or hydrogen-

contained incoming precursors to form h-BN [63], resulting in lower growth rate.  

Adlayers were formed when more ammonia was introduced (Figure 5.1c/f). As 

discussed above, these adlayers should be formed from below by intercalation. In graphene 

growth, people had reported that hydrogen atoms terminating the growing edges could 

result in the intercalation growth of adlayers [50, 51]. Here we propose a similar 

intercalation model, in which the density of B/N atoms in the interface (nin) is proportional 

to the penetration probability jpnen (possibility of atoms penetrate through the edge) and the 

density of B/N atoms outside the edge (nout). jpnen is a factor related to the activeness of h-

BN edges, which is determined by the activation energy barrier for h-BN growth. The more 
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active the edges are, the more likely that upcoming atoms get caught and contribute to the 

lateral growth, thus the less likely these atoms penetrate into the interface. nout is related to 

source flux rate and adsorption coefficient on catalyst substrate. Larger source flux rate 

and adsorption coefficient would result in larger nout. By passivating the edges with 

hydrogen, we actually increase the jpnen, thus more B/N atoms end up in the interface, and 

in turn, adlayers grow. In a hydrogen-free environment (N2 plasma as N source), the 

growing edges with unpaired dangling bonds are very active and readily catch upcoming 

B and N atoms, thus the jpnen is small, leading to no adlayer growth. It is worth noting that 

potential use of the mixture of hydrogen and nitrogen gas as N source cannot replace the 

role of ammonia because pure hydrogen gas strongly etches h-BN (Figure 5.8 g/h). 

Interstitial carbon embedded in the substrate affects the adlayer growth as well. The 

amount of interstitial carbon was controlled by the introduction time of C2H2 treatment of 

 

Figure 5.8 SEM images of as grown h-BN on Ni substrates.  (a/b) Front and back side 

of as grown sample using 10-sccm nitrogen plasma; (c/d) front and back side of as 

grown sample using 10-sccm ammonia; the scale bar of inset image in (c) is 500 µm; 

(e) front side of 5-min-plasma-etched sample grown with 10+5 mixture; the inset shows 

backside of the sample with a scale bar of 500 µm; (f) close-up of an h-BN flake in (e); 

(g) 5-min-hydrogen-etched sample grown with 10+5 mixture; (h) close-up of an h-BN 

flake in (g). All samples were grown at 900 °C with 1-min carburization, and the B2O3 

effusion cell kept at 1150 °C. 
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hot substrates prior to h-BN growth, and longer carburization time led to higher density of 

interstitial carbon in the substrate, as revealed by XPS studies. Figure 5.9 shows XPS 

spectra of C_1s on samples with different carburization time as shown in Figure 5.1(iii). 

As-measured XPS data was first deconvoluted, and fitted with Shirley background and 

GL(30) line shape. The spectrum was then calibrated by shifting C-C main peak to 284.8 

eV. As shown in Figure 5.9a, the C_1s signal was dominated by adventitious carbon before 

sputtering, with C-C/C-H peak at 284.8 eV, C-O-H/C-O-C at 286.3 eV, and O-C=O at 

288.5 eV, respectively. Even with different carburization time, no discernable differences 

were observed before sputtering. Figure 5.9b shows the C_1s peak after 60-s Ar+ ion 

 

Figure 5.9 XPS characterization of C_1s on samples with 1-min, 2-min, and 3-min 

carburization. (a) Before sputtering; (b) and after sputtering. As the carburization time 

increases, the subsurface carbon concentration increases.  
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sputtering. From bottom to up, these are the profiles for 1-min, 2-min, and 3-min carburized 

samples, respectively. After sputtering, the dissolved interstitial carbon peak at 283.6 eV 

is resolved [68, 69]. The other two small peaks at 284.8 eV and 286.3 eV are assigned to 

residual adventitious C-C/C-H and C-O-H/C-O-C carbon, respectively. Precipitated carbon 

onto grain boundaries may also contribute to the peak at 284.8 eV. No sp2 C-C bond and 

Ni-C bond signals are detectable within the limit of the XPS system, suggesting no 

graphitic or graphene structures have been formed. Based on the depth resolved XPS data, 

we calculated the interstitial carbon concentration. It was found that the atomic percentage 

for 1-min, 2-min, and 3-min carburization is 0.37 at.%, 0.49 at.%, and 0.64 at.%, 

respectively. However, since the depth resolved XPS data were obtained at room 

temperature, the real carbon concentration at the growth temperature may be different. 

According to the first-principles calculation, the subsurface carbon concentration in Ni can 

be as high as 50 at.% before carbon atoms diffuse deep into the bulk [70], thus the carbon 

concentration at subsurface during growth should be proportional to carburization time.  

As shown in Figure 5.1 (iii), increasing the carburization time suppresses the growth 

of adlayers. Our previous work indicates that interstitial carbon atoms at the subsurface 

octahedral sites can enhance the absorption of B and N atoms on Co and Ni substrates and 

increase the h-BN growth speed [37]. The increased growth speed can be caused by 

increased source supply (nout), since the absorption of B and N atoms on the surface is 

enhanced. It may also be caused by improved catalytic activities of the transition metals 

under the interstitial carbon incorporation, which results in smaller activation energy 

barrier for the nucleation and growth of h-BN. In other words, h-BN edges are more active 
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in catching upcoming B and N atoms and the growth becomes faster. To elucidate how 

interstitial carbon exactly works, we campare it to the source flux dependent growth 

(Figure 5.1(iv) and 5.1(v)), where only nout is changed. As stated earlier, the increase of 

source flux results in the increase of growth rate. However, the amount of adlayers is also 

increased. This can be understood based on the intercalation model as discussed above. 

Since jpnen remains unchanged, the increase in nout results in more B and N atoms in the 

interface, thus more growth of adlayers. On the other hand, the increase of the amount of 

interstitial carbon also results in larger growth speed, however, the amount of adlyers 

decreases (Figure 5.2). This suggests that interstitial carbon does not increase h-BN growth 

rate simply by increasing the abosortion of B/N on the surface (increase of nout). It improves 

the catalytic effect of the substrate as well. With improved catalytic effect, not only 

adsorption and diffusion of B and N atoms enhance 37], but also the h-BN edges are much 

more ready to catch upcoming B/N atoms, therefore jpnen decreases, and fewer B/N atoms 

end up in the interface. 

So far, we have discussed the factors influencing the growth of h-BN adlayer, 

including substrate crystallographic defects, hydrogen, and interstitial carbon. While 

substrate crystallographic defects have strong influence on the nucleation process, 
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hydrogen and interstitial carbon can control the growth of adlayers by engineering the 

activeness of h-BN edges. Activated edges diminish intercalation growth by decreasing the 

penetration probability of B/N atoms, while passivated edges promote intercalation growth 

by increasing the penetration probability of B/N atoms. Considering all these factors, we 

made an attempt to achieve precise control of the number of layers. First, uniform single-

layer film can be obtained by eliminating intercalation growth. To achieve this, single 

 

Figure 5.10 Characterization of single-layer h-BN film grown on Ni. (a) SEM image of 

as grown sample, with the inset showing edge area of film; (b) Optical microscope 

image of the sample after transferred onto SiO2/Si substrate; (c) TEM image of the 

sample after transferred onto TEM grid, with inset showing the SAED pattern; (c) AFM 

image taken on the transferred sample; (d) Raman mapping of h-BN characteristic peak 

on the transferred sample; (f) 9 random Raman spectra extracted from (e); (g) XPS 

spectrum of B_1s; (h) XPS spectrum of N_1s. 
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crystalline Ni substrate was chosen in order to diminish the formation of multilayer seeds. 

A mixture of 10-sccm N2 plasma and 2-sccm ammonia was used as nitrogen source, in 

which the 2-sccm ammonia help alleviate plasma bombardment effect and sew the gaps 

between flakes. 4-min C2H2 carburization was used to compensate the effect from the 

presence of H and keep the h-BN edge active to B and N. The temperature of B2O3 effusion 

cell and substrate were kept at 1150 °C and 900 °C, respectively. The growth time was 6 h. 

Figure 5.10a shows an SEM image of single-layer film taken at the center of as grown 

sample, with the inset showing the film edge area. No large adlayers were observed over 

the 1 cm2 surface. Corresponding RHEED images are shown in Figure 5.11, revealing the 

characteristic patterns of both the substrate and h-BN film. Figure 5.10b shows an optical 

microscopy image of the transferred h-BN film on SiO2/Si substrate. The film was 

transferred by modified RCA process [71], followed by an annealing at 400 °C in oxygen 

environment for 3 h to remove water and PMMA residue [72, 73]. The transferred film 

shows uniform contrast in large area despite of some small contaminations (black and 

yellow dots), indicating high film quality. The thickness of the single-layer h-BN film was 

confirmed by TEM as shown in Figure 5.10c. Inserted SAED pattern shows bright spots in 

hexagonal arrangement, indicating the hexagonal arrangement of B and N atoms. The rings 

in SAED pattern are formed due to the diffraction of electrons by amorphous holy carbon 

thin film on TEM grids. The AFM image in Figure 5.10d was taken on transferred film 

shown in Figure 5.10b. Larger thickness (0.7 nm) compared to theoretical value (0.33 nm) 

of single-layer film may be caused by different atomic forces between tip/h-BN and 

tip/SiO2, weak binding between h-BN film and SiO2/Si substrate, as well as water and gases 
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intercalated in the interface [14]. Raman mapping was performed on the transferred sample, 

and the result is shown in Figure 5.10e. The green contrast is corresponding to E2g peak of 

h-BN. The slight nonuniformity in Raman intensity may be caused by the corrugation of 

h-BN film formed during transfer process. Figure 5.10f shows Raman spectra extracted 

from nine different spots of Raman map, and all the peaks are located around 1369.5 cm-1, 

which implies single-layer h-BN [74].  Figure 5.10 g/h show XPS spectra of B_1s and 

N_1s signals of as grown single layer h-BN film, respectively. As-measured XPS data was 

first deconvoluted, and fitted with Shirley background and GL(0) line shape. These spectra 

were then calibrated by shifting C-C main peak to 284.8 eV. The main peaks of B and N 

are measured to be 190.1 eV and 397.6 eV, respectively, an indication of sp2 bonds, which 

is consistent with other reports [15, 16]. The smaller peak next to the main peak at higher 

position, 190.7 (398.2) eV, is assigned to cubic-like sp3 bond [75, 76]. The neglectable 

small peak at the highest position, 191.6 (399.5) eV, is assigned to oxygen related defects 

 

Figure 5.11 (a) RHEED pattern of the Ni substrate. (b) RHEED pattern of the Ni 

substrate with single layer h-BN grown on top. The inset show the incidence direction 

of the RHEED electron beam.  
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77]. The boron to nitrogen ratio calculated based on XPS data is around 0.96. SEM images 

of growth time dependent single-layer films are shown in Figure 5.12. As the growth time 

increases, the coverage of the h-BN single-layer film increases. 

The obstacle towards large-area bilayer and multilayer growth is the differentiated 

growth speeds between inner and outer layers, which is caused by insufficient source 

supply in the interface. In other words, the h-BN growth speed lies in a source limited 

region. On the other hand, if sufficient B and N atoms are supplied, h-BN growth may be 

transitioned into a self-limited region, where the growth speed is not limited by source 

supply, instead, it is limited by the bond formation rate. Then the growth speed of inner 

edge may have a chance to catch up outer edge so that large-area bilayer or multilayer films 

can be achieved. Toward this end, we grew a sample with an attempt of increasing B supply. 

Prior to introduction of both N and B sources, we deposited B only for 30 mins with B2O3 

cell kept at 1175 °C. The pre-deposition of B allows the saturation of B in the substrate 

 

Figure 5.12 SEM images of single-layer h-BN on Ni at a growth time of (a/b) 2 h; 

(c/d) 4 h; and (e/f) 6 h. All samples were grown at 900 °C with “10+2” mixture and 4-

min carburization. The B2O3 effusion cell temperature is 1150 °C. 
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prior to growth; it also leads to the existence of abundant B atoms on the surface, in 

particular around surface defects or other imperfect or irregular sites. Once N atoms are 

introduced, the multilayer seed nucleation may have higher chances to happen. In other 

words, if the growth started without B pre-deposition, portion of B atoms would diffuse 

into the substrate at the early growth stage due to its solubility, then less B atoms would 

meet N atoms to nucleate and grow into multilayer seeds at the growth stage. The result of 

comparing h-BN growth with and without pre-deposition of B is shown in Figure 5.13. 

With pre-deposition, the adlayer size is significantly increased, and the second layer can 

reach up to 250µm. However, improved strategy to provide sufficient B and N sources to 

the interface between the outmost layer and the substrate is needed to achieve wafer-scale 

uniform multilayer growth, which is in progress.  

 

Figure 5.13 SEM characterization of pre-deposition dependent growth. (a) h-BN film 

grown without pre-deposition of boron; (b) close-up of one of the prism-adlayers on 

sample (a); (c) h-BN film grown with pre-deposition of boron; (d) close-up of one of 

the prism-adlayers on sample (d). 
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 Conclusion 

We have carried out a study of intercalation growth of h-BN adlayers. By comparing 

the growth on different catalyst substrates, we showed that crystallographic defects on 

catalyst substrates play an important role in adlayer nucleation process. By using N plasma, 

ammonia, and their mixtures as nitrogen sources, we found that hydrogen played multiple 

roles in h-BN growth. On one hand, hydrogen terminating growing edges can provide 

protection against plasma’s bombardment effect, making 2D h-BN flakes easier to merge. 

On the other hand, it passivates h-BN edges, which results in slower lateral growth rate and 

more intercalation growth of 3D adlayers. We also further revealed an important role 

played by interstitial carbon in the transition metal substrates, which enhances the substrate 

catalytic effect. The enhanced catalytic effect not only promotes the adsorption of B and N 

atoms, but also makes h-BN edges active in catching upcoming B and N atoms, which 

results in larger growth speed and less intercalation growth of adlayers. By controlling the 

mixture of atomic N and molecular N sources, we achieved large-area growth of adlayer-

free single-layer h-BN film on a carburized single-crystalline Ni substrate. Our research 

work helps reveal the h-BN adlayer growth mechanism and provides insight towards 

controllable growth of wafer-scale h-BN 2D films with uniform thickness.  
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 Summary 

In summary, we discussed the carbon interstitial assisted growth of hexagonal boron 

nitride by molecular beam epitaxy. Firstly, we studied the synthesis of h-BN/G 

heterostructure with high carbon introduction in Chapter 2. We rationalized the growth in 

four different regions based on the amount of carbon in Co substrate and graphene growth 

mode/morphology. In region (1), the graphene network is formed under the h-BN layers 

only by precipitation during cooling down process. In region (2), isothermal graphene 

growth occurs to form graphene island partially covering the substrate, followed by further 

precipitation graphene growth. As a result, non-uniform h-BN/G heterostructure is formed. 

In regions (3), a uniform h-BN/G heterostructure with a thin continuous h-BN and a thick 

continuous multilayer graphene are formed from both isothermal graphene growth and 

precipitation. We found that the top h-BN film significantly influences the morphology, 

thickness and quality of the underneath G layer for region 1 growth. 

In Chapter 3, we showed that interstitial carbon atoms in Co trigger and enhance the 

growth of h-BN at the given condition. Further increase of the carbon concentration 
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promotes lateral growth of h-BN few-layers and eliminates the prism-shape island 

formation. The lateral h-BN growth is fitted with JMAK model. Characterizations were 

carried out on a few-layer h-BN sample grown on a 240-s C2H2 treated Co substrate, 

revealing that a tri-layer h-BN film with good uniformity in thickness and a breakdown 

electric field of 9 MV/cm is formed. single-crystalline h-BN flakes of ~600 µm, and large-

area uniform h-BN monolayer were achieved on carburized Ni substrates. The growth 

mechanism is further studied by DFT calculations. The adsorption and diffusion of both B 

and N atoms are enhanced by the existence of interstitial carbon atoms in the substrate, 

resulting in a reliable and controllable growth of 2D h-BN in contrast to no growth on 

pristine Co.  

In Chapter 4,  we further demonstrated controllable synthesis of millimeter-size single-

crystal h-BN domains through an interstitial carbon assisted approach.  Interstitial C atoms 

in Ni (100) substrates promote B and N adsorption and push the growth into fast diffusion 

regions, which essentially reduces nucleation activation energy. With proper preparation 

of high-quality substrates, which yields large Ni (100) grains, Single-crystal h-BN 

monolayer domains over 1 mm were routinely obtained and a large single-crystal h-BN 

domain of 1.4 mm was achieved.  Continuous large-area single-layer h-BN film with a 

high breakdown electric field of 9.75 MV/cm was also demonstrated. The growth dynamics 

were studied by tuning different growth parameters including substrate temperature, and B 

and N source fluxes. The epitaxial relationship between h-BN and substrate was studied 

with the assistance of EBSD mapping. The in-depth experimental analysis combined with 
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the support of DFT simulations paves the way towards full understanding of the growth 

mechanism of 2D h-BN on transition metal substrates.  

In Chapter 5, we have carried out a study of intercalation growth of h-BN adlayers. By 

comparing the growth on different catalyst substrates, we showed that crystallographic 

defects on catalyst substrates play an important role in adlayer nucleation process. By using 

N plasma, ammonia, and their mixtures as nitrogen sources, we found that hydrogen played 

multiple roles in h-BN growth. On one hand, hydrogen terminating growing edges can 

provide protection against plasma’s bombardment effect, making 2D h-BN flakes easier to 

merge. On the other hand, it passivates h-BN edges, which results in slower lateral growth 

rate and more intercalation growth of 3D adlayers. We also further revealed an important 

role played by interstitial carbon in the transition metal substrates, which enhances the 

substrate catalytic effect. The enhanced catalytic effect not only promotes the adsorption 

of B and N atoms, but also makes h-BN edges active in catching upcoming B and N atoms, 

which results in larger growth speed and less intercalation growth of adlayers. By 

controlling the mixture of atomic N and molecular N sources, we achieved large-area 

growth of adlayer-free single-layer h-BN film on a carburized single-crystalline Ni 

substrate.  

The concept proposed and demonstrated here, namely interstitial-assisted growth of h-

BN 2D films not only paves the way of reliable synthesis of high-quality, large-area, 

uniform 2D h-BN for various applications but also can be applied to advance the synthesis 

of other 2D crystal materials. 

 




